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[SECOND OFFICIAL COpy REPRINT]

ASSEMBL Y, No. 3003

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

INTRODUCED JANUARY 11, 1983

By Assemblymen MARKER':P, COWAN, T. GALLO, GILL,

BRYANT, FELICE and KOSCO

AN ACT concerning the application and enforcement of the dimen

sional and weight limitations of certain vehicles or comhinatiolls

thereof, and amending R. S. 39 :3-20, R. S. 39 :3-84, P. L. 1950,

c. 142 and repealing P. L. 1973, c. 273.

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:

1 1. R. S. 39 :3-20 is amended to read as follows:

2 39 :3-20. For the purpose of this act gross weight means the

3 weight of *[both]* the vehicle *[aml itsr ~'or cornbination of ve

3A hicles, including* load *01' contents*. a. The director is authorized

4 to issue registrations for commercial motor vehicles other than

5 omnibuses or motor-drawn vehicles upon application therefor and

6 payment of a fee based on the gross weight of the vehicle including

7 the gross weight of all vehicles in any combination of vehicles of

8 which the commercial motor vehicle is the drawing vehicle. The

9 gross weight of a disabled commercial vehicle or combination of

10 disabled commercial vehicles being removed from a highway shall

11 not be included in the calculation of the registration fee for the

12 drawing vehicle.

13 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

14 tion for a commercial motor vehicle other than an omnibus or

15 motor-drawn vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof shall

16 become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month follow

17 ing the month in which the certificate was issued. The minimmn

18 registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000 pounds

19 or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.
EXPLANATION-Maller enclosed in bold·faced brackets [thus] in the above biD

is not enacted and is intended to be omilled in the law.
Maller printed in italics thus is new maller.

Maller enclosed in asterisks or stars has been adopted as follows:
~-Assembly llmendments adopted March 14, 1983.

~ *-Assembly amendments adopted in accordance with Govel'nor's recom
mendations April 25, 1983.
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20 Commercial motor vehicles other than omnibuses or motor-drawn

21 vehicles for which commercial motor vehicle registrations had been

22 issued prior to the effective date of this act and which expire March

23 31, 1982 shall be issued commercial registrations which, in the

24 director's discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which

25 date shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

26 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for such

27 registrations shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

28 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

29 b. The director is also authorized to issue registration for com

30 mercial motor vehicles having three or more axl~s and a gross

31 weight over 40,000 pounds but not exceeding 70,000 pounds, upon

32 application therefor and proof to the satisfaction of the director

33 that the applicant is actually engaged in construction work or in

34 the business of supplying material, transporting material, or using

35 such registered vehicle for construction work.

36 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

37 tion for these commercial motor vehicles shall expire and the cer

38 tificate thereof shall become void on the last day of the eleventh

39 calendar month following the month in which the certificate was

40 issued.

41 The registration fee shall be *[$10.00]* *$16.00* for each 1,000

42 pounds or portion thereof of gross weight including the gross weight

43 of all vehicles in any combination of which such commercial motor

44 vehicle is the drawing vehicle. "Constructor" registrations issued

45 prior to the effective date of this act which expire June 30, 1982 shall

46 be issued contractor vehicle registrations which, in the director's

47 discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which date

48 shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

49 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for the

50 registration shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

51 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

52 Such commercial motor vehicle shall be operated in compliance

53 with the speed limitations of Title 39 of the Revised Statutes and

54 shall not be operated at a speed greater than 30 miles per hour

55 when one or more of its axles has a load which exceeds the limita

56 tions prescribed in R. S. 39 :3-84.

57 c. The director is also authorized to issue registrations for each

58 of the following solid waste vehicles: two-axle vehicles having a

59 gross weight not exceeding 42,000 pounds; tandem three-axle and

60 four-axle vehicles having a gross weight not exceeding 60,000

61 pounds; four-axle tractor-trailer combination vehicles having a

62 gross weight not exceeding 60,000 pounds. Registration is based

,
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63 upon application to the director and proof to his satisfaction that

64 the applicant is actually engaged in the performance of solid waste

65 disposal or collection functions and holds a certificate of conve

66 nience and necessity therefor issued by the Board of nublic

67 Utilities.

68 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

69 tion for a solid waste vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof

70 shall become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month

71 following the month in which the certificate was issued.

72 The registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000

73 pounds or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.

74 Solid waste vehicles for which cOImnercial motor vehicles regis

75 trations had been issued prior to the effective date of this act and

76 which shall expire June 30, 1982 shall be issued solid waste regis

77 trations which, in the director's discretion, shall expire on a date

78 to be fixed by him, which date shall not be sooner than four months

79 or later than 16 months following the date of issuance of the regis

80 tration. The fees for the registration shall be fixed by the director

81 in amounts proportionately less or greater than the fees established

82 by this subsection.

83 d. The director is also authorized to issue registrations for com

84 mercial motor-drawn vehicles upon application therefor. ~~he

85 registration year for commercial motor-drawn vehicles shall be

86 April 1 to the following March 31 and the fee therefor shall be

87 $18.00 for each such vehicle.

88 At the discretion of the director, an applicant for registration

89 for a commercial motor-drawn vehicle may be provided the option

90 of registering such vehicle for a period of four years. In the event

91 that the applicant for registration exercises the four-year option,

92 a fee of $64.00 for each such vehicle shall be paid to the director in

93 advance.

94 If any commercial motor-drawn vehicle registered for a four-year

95 period is sold or withdrawn from use on the highways, the director

96 may, upon surrender of the vehicle registration and plate, refund

97 $16.00 for each full year of unused prepaid registration.

98 e. It shall be unlawful for any vehicle or combination of vehicles

99 registered under this act having a gross weight, including load or

100 contents, in excess of the gross weight provided on the registration

101 certificate to be operated on the highways of this State.

102 [In the event that a commercial motor vehicle registered under

103 this act is found on a highway in combination with a commercial

104 motor-drawn vehicle properly registered in any other state, fed

105 eral district or Canadian province which imposes registration
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106 weight fees on such conm1ercial motor-drawn vehicles, the drawing

107 vehicle registered under this act shall have a gross weight regis

108 tration equal to at least one-half of the gross weight of the com

109 bination of vehicles. If it does not, the operation of said vehicles

110 on the high\vays of this State shall be unlawful.

111 The 5% allowance provided by section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142

112 (C. 39 :3-84.3) shall be applicable as heretofore to all registered

113 weight limitations provided in this section, except that ill no event

114 shall the gross weight of any vehicle or combination of vehicles

115 exceed the federal maximum as such may be amended from time

116 to time established for vehicles operated on the National System

117 of Interstate and Defense Highways. In the case of a commercial

118 motor vehicle registered under this act in combination with a

119 commercial motor-dra,,"'ll vehicle properly registered in any other

120 state, federal district or Canadian province which imposes regis

121 tration weight fees on such commercial motor-dra"m vehicles, the

122 5% allowance shall he applied and added to the registered weight

123 of the drawing vehicle registered under this act. If the resulting

124 sum is equal at least to one-half of the combined gross weight of the

125 mixed combination, then the mixed combination shall be in com

126 pliance with the registration requirements of this section.]

127 The owner, lessee, bailee or anyone of the af01'esaid of a vehicle

128 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or

129 operated on any public road, st1'eet or highway or on any public or

130 quasi-public property in this State with a gross weight of that

131 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, ,in

132 excess of the weight limitation permitted by the certificate of reg

133 istration for the vehicle or combination of vehicles, pursuant to the

134 p1'ovisions of this section shall be ~[finerZ]* *assessed a penalty o{*

135 $50.00 plus an amount equal to $8.50 for each 1,000 p01mds or frac

136 tional portion of 1,000 pOl/nds of weight in excess of the weight

137 limitation permitted by the certificate of registmtion for that vehi

138 cle or combination of l'ehicles. A vehicle 01' cmnbination of 1!ehicles

139 for which there is no 'z:alid cert'ificate of registration is deemed to

140 have been registered for ze1'O pounds for the purposes of the en

141 forcement of this act in addition to any other violation of this Title,

142 but is not deented to be lawfully or 'l'alidly 1'egistered pursuant to

143 the p'rovisions of this Title.

144 Moneys realized from the increase of the fees for registrations

145 issued pursuant to the provisions of this act shall be paid into the

146 State Treasury and credited to the General State Fund and avail

147 able for general State purposes.

-
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148 This section shall not be construed to .,;upersede or repeal the

149 provisions of sections 39 :3-84, 39 :4--75, or 39 :4--76 of this rr'itle.

1 2. R. S. 39 :3-84 is amended to l't'ad as follows:

2 39 :3-84. a. The following constitute the maximu,m dimensional

3 limits for width, height and *[overall]* length for any 'vehicle or

3A combination of 1'ehicles, including load M contents *01' any part or

3]\ portion thereof*, found M operated on any public road, street or

30 highway or any public or quasi-p1lblic IJfolJC'rty in this State. Vio

i3n lations shall be enforced IJUrs1J;ant to subsection *[71..]* '~i.* of

3g section *[4 of this 1988 amendatory oct]'" "5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142

4 (C. 39:3-84.3)*.

5 *The dimensional limitatio'lls set fMth in this subsection are e'x

5A clusive of safety and enerrj;// conse'J'ration dev'lces neCeSSa1"JJ for

5B safe and efficient operation of a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

5c including load M contents, except that no device excluded herein

5n shall have by its design 01" use the capability to carry, t,ranspoi't or

5E otherwise be utilized for cargo.

5F AnV rules and regulatiolls authorized to be IJ1'Om1tlgated pursuant

5G to this subsection shan be cOllsistmd with any 1'ules and regulations

6 promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation of the United

6A States of America, and shall be in accordance with the provisions

6B of ,the "Administ1-ati1;c Procedure ,Act," P. L. 1968, c. 410

60 (C. 52:14B-1 et seq.). In addition to the othe1" req1tirements of

60 this subsection and not withstanding any other provision of this

6E Title, no vehicle or comlJination otl'ehicles,illduding load or COl1

6F tents or any part or portion thereof, except as otherwise pro

60 vided by this subsection shall be operated in this State, 111lless bZJ

7 special permit authorized by subsection d. of this section with a

7A dimension the allouiance of 1Dhich wo'uld disqualify the State of New

7B Jersey or any delJa1"tment, agency or governmental subdivision

70 thereof for the purpose of recei1,in!J federal highway funds.

7n As used herein and IJ1lrs11a1lt to R. 8. 8.9 :1-1, the terJn "1!ehicle"

7E includes, but is not limited to) commercial motor 1'ehic1es, tntcks,

7F t1'uck tractors, tractors, foad tractors, 01' omnibuses. As used

70 he1'ein and ZJ1trsuant to R. 8. 89:1-1, the teun "combination of ve

7H hicles" includes, but is not limitpd to) 'l"ehicles as he1"etof01'e desig

71 nated, when those vehicles are the dmwing 01' pou;e'r unit of a

7.T combination of 'l'ehicles a}/d motor-dmu!n vchicles such as, but not

7K limited to, trailers, semi-trailers, or other l'ehicles.*

8 *[{1J No cOlllmercialll1otor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer

9 shall be operated on any highway in this State the outside width of

10 which is more than D6 inches, inclusive of load, or the lJeiJ~'Jlt of

11 which exceeds 13% feet, inclusive of load, and no commercial motor
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12 vehicle, tractor or trailer shall be operated on any highway in this

13 State, the extreme overall length of which exceeds 35 feet either

14 for a two-axle four-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, or 35 feet

15 either for a three-axle six-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, except

16 that a vehicle or vehicle inclusive of load exceeding the above

17 limitations may be operated when a special permit so to operate is

18 secured in advance from the director. The application for such

19 permit shall be accompanied by a fee fixed by the director. A

20 special permit is'sued by the director shall be in the possession of

21 the operator of the vehicle for which such permit was issued. In

22 computing any dimensions of a vehicle, or vehicle and load, for the

23 purposes of this section, there shall not be included in the dimen

24 sional limitations safety appliances such as mirrors or lights, or

25 chains or similar fasteners used for the securing of cargo, provided

26 such appliances or fasteners do not exceed the overall limitations

27 established by the director by rule or regulation.

28 (2) In the case of an omnibus the maximum width and length

29 dimensions shall be such as the Board of Public Utility Commis

30 sioners prescribe, but no outside width in excess of 96 inches shall

31 be prescribed with respect to one or more highways specified or

:32 otherwise described except upon certifications, (1) of the Division

33 of Motor Vehicles in the Department of Law and Public Safety

34 that the proposed width is not unsafe for use on the highways in

35 this State and (2) of the State Department of Transportation that

36 the proposed width, if in excess of 96 inches, is not in conflict with

37 the requirements of any agency of the United States having

:38 jurisdiction over the National System of Interstate and Defense

:39 Highways authorized by law. No outside width so prescribed shall

40 be valid if the allowance of use of the same would disqualify the

41 State of New Jersey or any department, agency or governmental

42 subdivision thereof for the purpose of reeeiving federal highway

43 funds.

44 (3) In the case of farm tractors and traction equipment and farm

45 machinery and implements, the maximum width and length shall

46 be such as the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles shall

47 prescribe by uniform rules and regulations but the operation of

48 such vehicles shall be suhject to the provisions of section 39 :3-24

49 of this Title and any such vehicle shall not be operated on any

50 highway which is part of the National System of Interstate and

51 Defense Highways or on any highway which has been designated

52 a freeway or parkway as provided by law.

53 (4) In the case of commercial motor vehicles, trailers and semi

54 trailers including farm trucks, while loaded with hay or straw the

55 maximum width of the load shall not exceed 105% inches.
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56 (5) No commercial motor vehicle drawing or having attached

57 thereto any other such vehicle, nor any combination of vehicles,

58 shall be operated on any highway in this State, in excess of a total

59 overall length, inclusive of load, of 55 feet except a vehicle or a

60 combination of vehicles transporting poles, pilings, structural units

61 or other articles incapable of dismemberment the total overall

62 length of which, inclusive of load, shall not exceed 70 feet, but the

63 provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to a vehicle nor to any

64 combination of vehicles, operated by a public utility as defined in

65 R. S. 48 :2-13 which vehicle or combination of vehicles is used by

66 such public utility in the construction, reconstruction, repair or

67 maintenance of its property or facilities.

68 (6) Notwithstanding the ahove limitations, a combination of

69 vehicles designed, built and used to transport other motor vehicles

70 may carry a load which exceeds the 55 feet overall length, provided,

71 however, the total load overhang shall be limited to five feet and

72 may not exceed three feet at either the front or rear and that the

73 overhang shall be above the height of the average passenger car.]""

74 .(l) The maximum outside width of any vehicle or combination

74A of vehicles, including load Dr' contents of any part or portion thereof,

74B except as otherwise provided by this subsection, shall be no more

74c than 102 inches; except that the C01nmissioner of Transportation,

74n after consultation with the Director of the Division of Motor Vehi

74E cles and the Superintendent of State Police, may pr'omulgate rules

74F and regulations for those public roads, streets or highways or public

74G quasi-public property in this State where it is determined that the

74H interest of public safety and welfar'e 10 equire the maximttm outside

741 width be no more than 96 inches.

74J (2) The maximum he'ight of any vehicle or combination of ve

74K hicles, including load or contents of any part or portion thereof,

74L except as otherwise provided by this subsection, shall not exceed

74M 13 feet six inches.

74N (3) The maximum ove'rall length of any vehicle, as set forth in

740 this subsection, inclu,ding load or contents 01' any part or portion

74p thereof, except as otherwise pr'ovided by this subsection, shall not

74Q exceed 35 feet, except that the overall length of a vehicle, including

74R load or contents or' any part or portion thereof, otherwise subject

74s to the provisions of this paragraph shall not exceed 50 feet when

74T transporting poles, pilings, str'ucttlral units or other articles which

74u cannot be dismembered, dismantled or divided. When a vehicle,

74v subject to this paragraph, is the drawing or IJower unit of a com

74w bination of vehicles, as set forth in this subsection, the overall

74x length of the combination of vehicles, inclu.ding load or contents or
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74y any part or portion thereof shall not exceed 62 feet. The provisions

74z of this paragraph shall not apply to omnib~tses or to vehicles which

74zz are not designed, built or othenvise capable of carrying cargo 01'

75 loads.

75A (4) The maxirnwrn ol"erall length of a motor-drawn lJehicle, as

75B set forth in this s1tbsection, incl1lding load or contents or any pa'rt

75c or portion thereof, e::ccept as othe'l"wise provided by this subsection,

75D shall no exceed 48 feet ~ohen operated as part of a combination of

75E vehicles consisth1g of one lnotor-drawn vehicle and a drawing or

75F power ~tnit vehicle not designed, built 01' otherwise capable of

75G carrying cal'go or- loads, except that the overall length of a motor

75H drawn vehicle, othe'l'wise s1lb,ject to the propis'ions of this paragraph

75r shall not exceed 63 feet when tranS1Jorti11g poles, pilings, structural

75J units or other articles that cannot be dismembered, dismantled or

75K divided. The provisions of this para/pralJh shall not apply to any

75L vehicle or combination of 1Jehicles designed, built and utili.zed solely

75M to transpor't other motor 'vehicles.

75N (5) No combination of 1;ehicles, includ'ing load or contents, con

750 sisting of more than two motor-drawn vehicles, as set fM"th in this

75p subsection, and any otke .. /jehicle, shall be found or operated on

75Q any public road, street or highway or any public or quasi-public

75R property in this State.

75s (6) The maxirmw1t 0 uerall length of a motor-drawn vehicle, as

75T set fo1"th in this section, including load or contents or any part 01"

75u portion thereof, except as otherwise pt'ovided by this subsection,

75v when operated as part of a combination of vehicles consisting of

75w two motor-drawn vehicles and a drawing or power 1tnit vehicle

75x which is not desig1/cd, b1lilt or otherwise capable of carrying cargo

75y or loads, shall not exceed 28 feet '~'~[Sil' inc7](~s]*" for each motor

75z drawn vehicle in the combination of 1'ehicles. The pro'vision of this

76 paragraph shalll/ot apply to any I'ehicle or combination of vehicles

76A designed, built and 1ltilized solely to transport other motor vehi

76B cles. The Commissione'i' of Transportation after" consultation with

76c the Director of the Division of _Motor Veh'icles and the Superin

76D tendent of State Police, shall pronmlgate rules and l'eg1tlations

76E specifying those portions or parts of the National System of In

76F terstate and Defense Highways, Federal-aid Primary System High

76G ways and public 1'oads, streets, highways, toll roads, freeways or

76H parkways in this State where combinations of vehicles as described

76r in this paragraph may lawfully operate.

76J (7) The maxim1tm length and outside width of an omnib1ls found

76K or operated in this State shall be established by rules and regula,

76L tions pr-omulgated lJy the Commissioner of Transportation after

76M consultation with the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles
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76N and the Supe'rintendellt of State Police. Unless otherwise specified

760 in the aforesaid rules and reg1tlations the maximum outside width

7Gp shall be 102 inches, any other dimeJlS'i011 established to'r width in

76Q the aforesaid rules and regulations shall be based upon a determi

7GR nation that operation of an omnibus with a width of less than 102

768 inches, but no less than 96 inches is requi'red in the iuterests of
76T public safety on those public roads, streets, highways, toll r-oads,

76u freeways, parkways or the National System of Interstate and De

76v fense Highways in this State specified in the aforesaid rules and

76w regulations,. or- that operation of an omnibus with a width greater

76x than 102 inches is not unsafe on those public roads, streets, high

76y ways, toll roads, freeways, parkways or the National System of

76z Interstate and Defense Highways tn this State specified in the

77 aforesaid rules and regulations,

77A (8) The maximum 1vidth and length of farm tractors mul trac

77R tion equipment a'tld fann 1nachiner'Y and implements shall be es

77e tablished by rules and 'regulations pronmlgated by the Director of

77D the Division of illata'!' rehicles. The operation of the aforesaid

77E 11ehicles shall be subject to the p1'ovisions of R. 8. 39:3-24 and they

77F shall not be oper'ated on any highway which is part of the National

77G System of Interstate and Ddense Highways or on any highway

77H which has been designated a freeway or parkway as p'fovided by

771 law.

77J (9) The ma~rimU1n otttside width of the cargo or load of a vehicle

77I\. or combination of vehicles, including farm trucks, loaded with ha~1

77L or straw shall not exceed 1051/2 inches, b1tt the maximum outside

77M width of the 1?ehicle 01' combination of vehiclesottchtding farm

77N trucks shall otherwise comply with the provisio'ns of paragraph,

770 (1) of this subsection. The Cornmissioner of TrfMJ,sportalion after

77p cons1tltation with the Director of the Div'ision of Motor Vehicles

77Q and the Superintendent of State Police may lJrOmul.Qate rules and

77R regulations establish,tng a maximum O1dside width. of 102 inches

77s for the aforesaid cargo or load when operating on those highways

77T where a greater width is prohibited bJJ OlJeration of law.

77u (10) Notwithstanding the prO'I: isiom of lJaragraphs 4 and 6 of

77v this s1tbsection perta'ining to length, the Direeto·r of the Division

77w of Motor Vehicles may adopt r'ules and regulations specifying

77x maximum length dimensions fol' any vehicle or combination of

77Y vehicles designed, built and utilized solely to transport other motO'r

77z vehicles.

78 (11) The pr'ovisions of this subsection pertaining to length shall

78A not apply to a '/;ehicle 01' combination of 'vehicles Of' special mobile

78n equipment operated by a public utility, as defined in R. S. 48 :2-13,
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78c when that vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile

78n equipment is used by the public 1ttility in the constrnction, recon

78R struction, repair 01' 1naintenance of its property or facilities.'"

78F b. No vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or con

78G tents, found or operated on any public road, street or highway or

78H any public or quasi-public property in this State shall exceed the

78r weight limitations set forth in this Title. Violations shall be en

78J forced pursuant to subsection *[i.]'" *j. '" of section *[4 of this 1988

79 amendatory act]* *5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 89:8-84.8)*.

80 Where enforcement of a weight limit provision of this Title

81 requires a measurement of length between axle centers, *[th]*

82 *the* distance between axle centers shall be meastlred to the nearest

83 whole foot or whole inch, whichever is applicable, and when the

84 measurement includes a fractional part of a foot equalling six

85 inches or more or a fractional part of an inch equalling one-half

86 inch or more, the next larger whole foot or whole inch, whichever

87 is applicable, shall be tdilized. The term "tandem axle" as used in

88 this act is defined as a combination of consecntive axles, consisting

89 of only two axles, whe1'e the distance between axle centers is 40

90 inches or more btlt no more than 96 inches.

90A «'In addition to the other requirements of this section and not

90B withstanding any other provision of this Title, no vehicle or com

900 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall be operated

90D in this State, unless by special permit mdhorized by this Title, with

90E a gross weight, single or multiple axle weight, or gross weight of

90F two or more consecutive axles, the allowance of which would dis

90G qualify the State of New Jersey or any department, agency or

90R governmental S1tbdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving

90r federal highway funds. *

91 (1) The gross weight imposed on the highway or other surface

92 by the wheels of anyone axle of a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

93 including load or contents, shall not exceed 22,400 pounds.

94 For the purpose of this Title the combined gross weight imposed

95 on the highway or other surface by all the wheels of anyone axle of

96 a vehicle 01' combination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall

97 be deemed to mean the total [load transmitted to the road by]

98 gross weight of all wheels whose axle centers are spaced [included

99 between two parallel transverse vertical planes] less than 40 inches

100 apart[, extending across the full width of the vehicle].

101 (2) The [combined] gross weight imposed on the highway or

102 other surface by all the wheels of all consecutive axles of a vehicle

103 or combination of vehicles, 'including load or contents, [whose
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104 ceuters are on or between two parallel transverse vertical planes

105 spaced] shall not exceed 34,000 pounds where the distance between

106 consecutive axle centers is 40 inches or m01"e, but [less] no more

107 than 96 inches apart[, extending across the full width of the vehicle,

108 shallllot exceed 34,000 pounds].

109 (3) The combined gross weight imposed on the highway or other

110 surface by all the wheels of consecutive axles of a vehicle or com

111 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall not exceed

112 22,400 pounds for each single axle where the distance between con

113 secutive axle centers is more than 96 inches; except that on any

114 highway in this State which is part of, or designated as part of, the

115 National Interstate System, as provided at 23 U. S. C. ~ 103 (e), this

116 single axle limitation shall not apply and in those instances the

117 provisions of this Title as set forth at R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) shall

118 apply.

119 (4) The maximum total gross weight imposed on the highway or

120 other surface by a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load

121 or contents, shall not exceed 80,000 pounds.

122 (5) On any highway in this State which is part of, or designated

123 as part of, the National Interstate Systern as provided at 23 U. S. C.

124 ~ 103 (e), the total gross weight, in pounds, imposed on the highway

125 or other surface by any grottp of two or more consecutive axles of

126 a vehicle or combination, of vehicles, incl1tding load 0'( contents,

127 shall not exceed that listed in the following TABLE OF MAXI

128 MUM GROSS WEIGHTS, for the respective distance, in feet,

129 between the axle centers of the fi'rst and last axles of the group of

130 two or more consecutive axles under consideration;. except that ,in

131 addition to the weights specified in that Table, two consecutive sets

132 of tandem axles may cany a gross weight of 34,000 p01mds each if

133 the overall distance between the first and last axles of the consecu

134 tive sets of tandem axles is thirty-six feet or m01"e. The gross weight

135 of each set of tandem axles shall not exceed 34,000 pounds and the

136 combined gross weight of the two consecutive sets of tandem axles

137 shall not exceed 68,000 pounds.

138 In all cases the combined gross weight for a vehicle or cmnbina

139 tion of vehicles, including load or contents, or the maximu,m gross

140 weight for any axle or combination of axles of the vehicle or com

141 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall not e;rceed

142 that which is permitted pursuant to this paragraph or R. S.

143 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3); or R. S. 3.9:3-84 b. (4) of this

144 act, whichever is the lesser allowable gross weight.
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TABLE OF J.llAXIIllUilf GROSS WRIGHTS

Distance in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
axles of any g7'OUp
of two or more con-

secuJive axlps 2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 a:x;les 6 axles 7 axles

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

lS5
1;)6

157

158

t59

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178
179

180

181

3

4

5

rj

7

8

9

10

11

1 ')
,)

14

15

lG

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

.'32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

22400 22400 22400 22400 22400 22400

34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

39000 42500 42500 42500 42500 42500

40000 48:jOO 43500 43500 43500 43500

41000 44000 44000 44000 44000 44000

42000 45000 50000 50000 50000 50000

43000 45500 50500 50500 50500 50500

44000 46500 51500 51500 51500 51500

44800 47000 52000 52000 52000 52000

44800 48000 52500 58000 58000 58000

44800 48500 53500 58500 58500 58500

44800 49500 54000 59000 59000 59000

44800 50000 54500 GOOOO 60000 GOOOO

44800 51000 55500 60500 66000 66000

44800 51500 56000 61000 66500 66500

44800 52500 56500 61500 67000 67000

44800 53000 57500 62500 68000 68000

44800 54000 58000 63000 68500 74000

44800 54500 58500 63500 69000 74500

44800 55500 59500 64000 69500 75000

44800 56000 60000 65000 70000 75500

44800 57000 60500 65500 71000 76500

44800 57500 61500 66000 71500 77000

44800 58500 62000 66500 72000 77500

44800 59000 62500 67500 72500 78000

44800 60000 63500 68000 73000 78500

44800 60500 64000 68500 74000 79000

44800 61500 64500 69000 74500 80000

44800 62000 65500 70000 75000 80000

44800 63000 66000 70500 75500 80000

44800 G3500 66500 71000 76000 80000

44800 64500 67500 71500 77000 80000

44800 65000 68000 72500 77500 80000
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TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS (Continued)

Distance in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
axles of any group
of two 01' more con-

secutive axles 2 axles .'3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

182 40 44800 66000 68500 73000 78000 80000

183 41 44800 C6500 69500 7B500 78500 80000

184 42 44800 67200 70000 74000 79000 80000

185 43 44800 67200 70500 75000 80000 80000

186 44 44800 67200 71500 75500 80000 80000

187 45 44800 (;7200 72000 76000 80000 80000

188 46 44800 67200 72500 76500 80000 80000

189 47 44800 (.i7200 7.'3500 77500 80000 80000

190 48 44800 67200 74000 78000 80000 80000

19] 49 44800 67200 74500 78500 80000 80000

192 50 44800 67200 75500 79000 80000 80000

193 51 44800 67200 76000 80000 80000 80000

194 -') 44800 67200 76500 80000 80000 80000;y",

193 53 44800 67200 77500 80000 80000 80000

196 54 44800 67200 78000 80000 80000 80000

197 55 44800 67200 78500 80000 80000 80000

198 56 44800 67200 79500 80000 80000 80000

199 57 44800 6'7.200 80000 80000 80000 80000

200 58 44800 67200 SOOOO 80000 80000 80000

201 59 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

202 60 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

203 6'1 44800 (;7200 80000 80000 80000 80000

204 62 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

205 63 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

206 64 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

207 65 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

208 66 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

209 67 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

210 68 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

21] a9 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

212 70 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

213 *[(6) III ac1ctitioll to the other l'eCjuil'cl1lcntFi of this section and

214 notwithstanding' any other llrO\'isioll of this 'ritle, no rehicle 01'

215 combinat·ion of rphicles, ii/c!ucZillq load or contents,]* [commercial

216 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer 01' semtrailC'r] "[shall lw operated]:>

217[on any highway] ;"[in this Stah', 1II/le.,·s by special permit autho-
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218 rized by this Title, with a combined weight of vehicle and load, an

219 axle weight or a vehicle dimension the allowance of which would

220 disqualify the State of New Jersey or any department, agency or

221 governmental subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving

222 federal highway funds.]*

223 c. The dimensional and weight restrictions set forth herein shall

224 not apply to a combination of vehicles which includes a disabled

225 vehicle or a combination of vehicles being removed from a highway

226 in this State, provided that such oversize or overweight vehicle

227 combination may not travel on the public highways more than five

228 miles from the point where such disablement occurred. If the dis

229 ablement occurred 011 a limited access highway, the distance to the

230 nearest exit of such highway hall be added to the five-mile limitation.

231 d. The Director' of the Division of Motor Vehicles may promul

232 gate n~les and regulations, including the establishment of fees, for

233 the issuance, at his discretion and if good callse appears, of a special

234 written permit authorizing the az)plicant:

235 (1) To operate or lnove a vehicle M combination of vehicles M

236 special mobile equipment, transporting one piece loads that cannot

237 be dismembered"', disl1wntled or divided'" in order to comply with

238 the weight limitations set forth in this act. The special written

239 permit issued by the director shall be in the possession of the driver

240 or operator of the vehicle or combination of vehicles or special

241 mobile equipment for which said permit tvas isstted; and

242 "'(2) To opemte or mo'/'c a vehicle or combination of vehicles or

243 specialized mobile equipment, t'ransporting a load or' cargo that

244 cannot be dismentbered, dismantled or divided in order to comply

245 with the dimensional limitations set forth in this act. The special

246 written permit shall be in the possession of the driver or opemtor

247 of the vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile equip

248 ment for which the permit was iss1ted j and'"

249 "'[(2)]* "'(3);~ Under emergency conditions, to opemte or move

250 a type of vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile equip

251 ment of a size or weight, including load or contents, which exceeds

252 the maximttm size O'r weight limitatwns specified in this act.

1 3. Section 3 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39 :3-84.1) is amended to

2 read as follows:

3 3. The axle weight limitations [of] as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84b.

4 shall apply to all vehicles registered in New .Jersey subsequent to

5 March 1, 1950, which have not been registered therein or contracted

6 for purchase by N'ew Jersey residents prior to that date. The

7 [gross] weight [and axle load] limitations provided [in] at R. S.

8 39 :3-84 b. (1) j R. 8. 3.9:3-84 b. (2) j and R. 8. 39:3--84 b. (3) relative
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9 to maximum gross axle weights,. shall not apply to vehicles regis

10 tered as "constructor" or « solid waste" vehiclels or to a combina

11 tion of vehicles of which the" constructor" or « solid waste" vehicle

12 is the drawing vehicle [or to vehicles registered as "solid waste"]

13 as provided [in] at R. S. 39 :3-20, except that said limitations shall

14 apply to vehicles registered as "solid w8lste" [registered vehicles]

15 when operated on any highway which is part of the National System

16 of Interstate and Defense Highways, as provided at 23 U. S. c.
17 ~ 103 (e). The provisions of R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) shall apply to

18 vehicles registered as (( constructor" or ((solid waste" or to a

19 combination of vehicles of which the ((constructor" or «solid

20 waste" vehicle is the drawing vehicle as provided in R. S. 39:3-20*,

21 except that f01' any vehicle registered as a "constructor" or any

22 combinat·ion of vehicles of which the drawing 1;ehicle is registered

23 as a ((constructor," the provisions of R. S. 39:3-84b.(5) shall not

24 apply provided the vehicle or combination of vehicles is """operated

25 within an area that is 30 miles or less f1'om *'II the point established

26 as a headquarters for the pa'rticular cO'!'l-stntction operation*. Ve

27 hicles registered as "constructor" or "solid waste" or a comb ina

28 tion of vehicles of which the "constructor" Or "solid waste'" vehicle

29 is the drawing 1;ehicle shall he limited [as] to a maxim1tm gross

30 vehicle weight, including load or contents, [by the allowable gross

31 weight] as shown on the registration certificate of that vehicle.

1 4. Section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39 :3-84.3) is amended to

2 read as follows:

3 5. a. Any State Police officer or motor vehicle inspector [having

4 reason to believe that the size or weight of a vehicle and load is un

5 lawful] is authorized to require the drive'r, operator, owner, lessee

6 or bailee of any vehicle or combination of vehicles found on any

7 public road, street or highway or on any public or quasi-public prop

8 erty in this State to stop and submit the vehicle or combination of

9 vehicles, including load or contents, to [a] measurement or weigh-

10 ing [of the same] to determine whether the size or weight of the

11 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is in

12 excess of that permitted in this Title, by means of [either portable

13 or stationary scales] measuring or weighing devices or scales ap

14 proved and certified by the State Superintendent of Weights and

15 Measures or his agent. Copies of documents displaying the seal ot"

16 certification of the State S1tperintendent of Weights and Measures

17 shall be prima facia evidence of the reliability and accuracy of the

18 measuring or weighing devices or scales utilized in the enforcement

19 of this Title. The driver, operator, owner, lessee or bailee of a vehi

20 cle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, that is to
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21 be measured or weighed may be required to drive or otherwise move

22 the vehicle or combination of vehicles to a location, as directed by

23 the officer or inspector, whet"e the vehicle or combination of vehicles,

24 including load or contents, can be measured or weighed as described

25 in this section [and rna}' require that such vehicle be driven to the

26 nearest public scales in the event such scales are within two miles].

27 b. Whenever [an] the officer or inspector upon measuring or

28 weighing a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or

29 contents, [and load, as above provided,] determines that the size

30 or weight is [unlawful] in excess of the l'imits permitted i1~ this

31 Title, [such] the officer or inspector shall require the driver,

32 opemtor, owner, lessee or bailee to stop the vehicle or combination

33 of vehicles in a suitable place and remain [standing] in that place

34 until [such] a portion of the load or contents of the vehicle or

35 combination of vehicles is removed by the driver, operator, owner,

36 lessee, bailee or duly appointed agent thereof, as may be neces'sary

~7 to conform or reduce the size or [gross] weight of [such] the vehi

38 cle or combination of vehicles, incl1tding load or contents, to [such]

39 those [limit] limits as permitted under this act, or permitted by

40 the certificate of registration for the vehicle or combination of

41 vehicles, whichever may be lower. All materials so unloaded or

42 removed shall be cared for by the driver, owner, [or] operator,

43 lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combination of vehicles, or

44 duly appointed agent thereof, at the risk, responsibility and liability

45 of [such] the driver, owner, [or] operator, lessee, bailee or duly

46 appointed agent thereof.

47 c. No vehicle or combination of vehicles shall be deemed to be in

48 violation of the [overweight] weight limitation provision of this

49 act when, upon examination by [an] the officer or inspector, th€

50 [vehicle's] dispatch papers for the vehicle or combination of

51 vehicles, including load or contents, show it is proceeding from its

52 last preceding freight pickup point within the State of New Jersey

53 by a reasonably expeditious route to the nearest available scales or

54 to the first available scales in the general direction towards which

55 the vehicle or combination of vehicles has been dispatched, or is

56 returning from such scales after weighing-in to the last preceding

57 pickup point.

58 d. When [an] the officer or inspector determines that a vehicle

59 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is in violation

60 of the [axle] weight limitations of this [act] Title as provided at

61 R. S. 39:3-84 b. (1); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3); or

62 R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) relative to maximum gross axle weights, but is

6a within the [legal] permissible maximum gross vehicle [maximum]
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64 weight of this Title as provided at R. 8. 39 :3-84 b, (4) or R. 8.

65 39:3-84 b. (5), whichever is applicable, the driver, operator, owner,

66 lessee, bailee or duly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

67 before prooeeding, to redistribute the weight of the [vehicle's]

68 vehicle or combination of vehicles or the load or contents of the

69 vehicle or combination of vehicles so that no axle [is overweight]

70 or combination of consecutive axles are in excess of the limits set

71 by this act, in which event the're is no violation.

72 e. When .[an] the office'r or inspector determines that a vehicle

73 or combi·nation of vehicles, including load or contents, [or vehicle

74 and load] is in violation of the height, width or length [restrictions]

75 limits of this Title as provided at R. S. 39 :3-840,., the driver,

76 operator, owner, lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combina

77 tion of vehicles or duly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

78 before proceeding, to adjust, reduce or conform the vehicle or

79 combination of vehicles, including load or contents, so that the

80 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including [vehicle and] load

81 or contents, are [is~ not in excess of [within such] the height,

82 ,[weight] width, or length [restrictions] limits set by this act, in

83 which event there is no violation.

84 [No arrest shall be made in cases where weight limitations pro

85 vided in this section are not exceedled by more than 5%, except that

86 a'ITests may be made where the gros1s weight of any vehicle or

87 combination of vehicles, including load, exooeds the federal maxi

88 mum of 80,000 pounds, or as snob. may be amended from time to

89 time.]

89A -f. The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to a vehicle

89B or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or

890 operated on any highway in this State which is part of or desig

89D nated as part of the National Interstate System as provided at 23

89E U. S. C. § 103(e). No arrest shall be made or summons issued for

89F a violation of the weight limitations provided in this act at R. 8.

890 39 :3-84b. where the excess weight is no more than 5% of the weight

89H permitted, provided the gross weight of the vehicle or combination

891 of vehicles, including load or contents, does not exceed the maxi

89J mum gross weight of 80,000 pounds as set forth at R. 8. 39 :3-84b.

89K (4r.

90 -[f.]- -g.- Any person who [prepares,] presents to [an] the

91 officer or inspector, or has in his possession, or who prepares false

92 dispatch papers, that is to say, dispatch papers which do not cor

93 respond to the cargo carried, shall be subject to a fine not [exceed

94 ing] to exceed $100.00.

95 -[g.]- -h.- Any driver of a vehicle or combination of vehicles
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96 who fails or refuses to stop and submit the vehicle or combination

97 of vehicles, induding [and] load or contents, to [a] measurement

98 or weighing, as provided in this Title or [who fails or refuses when

99 directed by an officer upon a measurement or weighing of the ve

100 hicle to stop the vehicle and] otherwise fails to comply with the

101 provisions of this section, [shall be subject to a fine not exceeding

102 $100.00] ·[is a disorderly person and shall be subject to arrest

103 pursuant to the provisions of subsection b. of N. J. S. 20 :29-2.]·

103A • shall be subject to a fine not exceeding $200.00.·

104 ·[h.]· ·i.· The owner, lessee, [and] bailee or anyone of the

105 aforesaid of any vehicle or combination of vehicles [commercial

106 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semi-trailer] found or operated

107 on [a] any public road, street or highway or on any public or

108 quasi-public property in this State in violation of the [dimensional

109 restrictions] height, width or length limits as set forth in subsec

110 tion a. of R. S. 39 :3-84 shall be fined not less than ·[$150,00]·

110A ·$150.00· nor more than $500.00.

111 ·[i.]- .j.• The owner, lessee, [and] bailee or anyone of the

112 aforesaid of any vehicle or combination of vehicles [commercial

113 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer] found or operated on

114 [a] amy public road, street or highway or on any public or quasi

115 public property in this State with a gross weight of the vehicle

116 [and] or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, [in

117 excess of the weight limitation permitted by the certificate of reg

118 istration for the vehicle or] in excess of the [gross] weight limita

119 tions [imposed] as provided at subsection b. of R. S. 39:3-84 or

120 section 3 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39:3-84.1) [by this Title for ve

121 hicle and load or an axle weight in excess of the axle weight limita

122 tion imposed by this Title,] shall be fined an amount equal to $0.02

123 per pound for each pound of the total excess weight [if the excess

124 does not exceed] provided the total excess weight is 10,000 pounds

125 or less, [and] or shall be fined an amount equal to $0.03 per pound

126 for each pound of the total excess weight [if the excess weight

127 exceeds] provided the total excess weight is more than 10,000

128 pounds, but in no event shall the fine be less than $50.00.

129 [The owner, lessee and bailee of a truck, road tractor or truck

130 tractor re1gistered under this act and found on a highway in oom

131 bination with a trailer or semitrailer duly registered in any other

132 state OT federal district which imposes registration weight fees

133 onS'Uch traileI"s or semitrailers and in violation of the weight

134 limitations of R. S. 39 :3-20 shall be fined an amount equal to $0.02

135 for each pound by which one-half of ihe combined gross weight of

136 all vehicles in the combination, includJing load, shall exceed the
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137 gross weight registration of the drawing vehicle registered under

138 this act, if the excess is not greater than 10,000 pounds, and $0.03

139 for each pound of the excess if it is greater than 10,000 pounds,

140 but in no event less than $50,00.]

141 .[1.]. ·k.· Whenever [it] a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

142 including load or contents, is found [that there is a weight in ex

143 cess of] to be in violation of any two or more of [said] the weight

144 limitations as provided at subsection b. of R. S. 39:3-84 or section /J

145 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39:3-84.1), the fine [shall be] levied shall

146 be only for the violation involving the greater or greatest excess

147 weight.

1 5. P. L. 1973, c. 273 (C. 39 :3-84a) is repealed.

1 6. This act shall take effect on April ·[1]· "'6·, 1983.



ASSEMBL Y, No. 3063

STATE OF NEW JER'SEY

INTRODUCED JANUARY 11, 1983

By Assemblymen MARKERT, COvVAN, T. GAI.LO, GILL,

BRYANT, FELICE and KOSCO

AN ACT concerning the application and enforcement of the dimen

sional and weight limitations of certain vehicles or combinations

thereof, and amending R. S. 39:3-20, R. S. 39 :3-84, P. L. 1950,

c. 142 and repealing P. L. 1973, c. 273.

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:

1 1. R. S. 39 :3-20 is amended to read as follows:

2 39 :3-20. For the purpose of this act gross weight means the

3 weight of both the vehicle and its load. a. The director is authorized

4 to issue registrations for commercial motor vehicles other than

5 omnibuses or motor-drawn vehicles upon application therefor and

6 payment of a fee based on the gross weight of the vehicle including

7 the gross weight of all vehicles in any combination of vehicles of

8 which the commercial motor vehicle is the drawing vehicle. The

9 gross weight of a disabled commercial vehicle or combination of

10 disabled commercial vehicles being removed from a highway shall

11 not be included in the calculation of the registration fee for the

12 drawing vehicle.

13 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

14 tion for a commercial motor vehicle other than an omnibus or

15 motor-drawn vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof shall

16 become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month follow

17 ing the month in which the certificate was issued. The minimum

18 registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000 pounds

19 or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.
EXPLANATION-Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the above bill

is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law.
Maiter printed in italics thus is new mlltteJ;'.
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20 Commercial motor vehicles other than omnibuses or motor-drawn

21 vehicles for which eomnlercial motor vehicle registrations had been

22 issued prior to the effective date of this act· and which expire March

23 31, 1982 shall be issued commercial registrations which, in the

24 director's discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which

25 date shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

26 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for such

27 registrations shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

28 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

29 b. The director is also authorized to issue registration for COlli

30 mercial motor vehicles having three or more axles and a gross

31 weight over 40,000 pounds but not exceeding 70,000 pounds, upon

32 application therefor and proof to the satisfaction of the director

33 that the applicant is actually engaged in construction work or in

34 the business of supplying material, transporting material, or using

35 such registered vehicle for construction work.

36 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

37 tion for these commercial motor vehicles shall expire and the cer

38 tificate thereof shall become void on the last day of the eleventh

39 calendar month following the month in which the certificate was

40 issued.

41 The registration fee shall be $10.00 for each 1,000 pounds or

42 portion thereof of gross weight including the gross weight of all

43 vehicles in any combination of which such commercial motor vehicle

44 is the drawing vehicle. "Constructor" registrations issued prior to

45 the effective date of this act which expire June 30, 1982 shall be

46 issued contractor vehicle registrations which, in the director's

47 discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which date

48 shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

49 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for the

50 registration shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

51 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

52 Such commercial motor vehicle shall be operated in compliance

53 with the speed limitations of Title 39 of the Revised Statutes and

54 shall not be operated at a speed greater than 30 miles per hour

55 when one or more of its axles has a load which exceeds the limita

56 tions prescribed in R. S. 39 :3-84.

57 c. The director is also authorized to issue registrations for each

58. of the following solid waste vehicles: two-axle vehicles having a

59 gross weight not exceeding 42,000 pounds; tandem three-axle and

60 four-axle vehicles having a gross weight not exceeding 60,000

61 pounds; four-axle tractor-trailer combination vehicles having a

62 gross weight not exceeding 60,000 pounds. Registration is based
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63 upon application to the director and proof to his satisfaction that

64 the applicant is actually engaged in the performance of solid waste

65 disposal or collection functions and holds a certificate of conve

66 nience and necessity therefor issued by the Board of Public

67 Utilities.

68 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

69 tion for a solid waste vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof

70 shall become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month

71 following the month in which the certificate was issued.

72 The registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000

73 pounds or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.

74 Solid waste vehicles for which commercial motor vehicles regis

75 trations had been issued prior to the effective date of this act and

76 which shall expire June 30, 1982 shall be issued solid waste regis

77 trations which, in the director's discretion, shall expire on a date

78 to be fixed by him, which date shall not be sooner than four months

79 or later than 16 months following the date of issuance of the regis

80 tration. The fees for the registration shall be fixed by the director

81 in amounts proportionately less or greater than the fees established

82 by this subsection.

83 d. The director is also authorized to jssue registrations for com

84 mercial motor-drawn vehicles upon application therefor. The

85 registration year for commercial motor-drawn vehicles shall be

86 April 1 to the following March 31 and the fee therefor shall be

87 $18.00 for each such vehicle.

88 At the discretion of the director, an applicant for registration

89 for a commercial motor-drawn vehicle may be provided the option

90 of registering such vehicle for a period of four years. In the event

91 that the applicant for registration exercises the four-year option,

92 a fee of $64.00 for each such vehicle shall be paid to the director in

93 advance.

94 If any commercial motor-drawn vehicle registered for a four-year

95 period is sold or withdrawn from use on the highways, the director

96 may, upon surrender of the vehicle registration and plate, refund

97 $16.00 for each full year of unused prepaid registration.

98 e. It shall be unlawful for any vehicle or combination of vehicles

99 registered under this act having a gross weight, including load or

100 contents, in excess of the gross weight provided on the registration

101 certificate to be operated on the highways of this State.

102 [In the event that a commercial motor vehicle registered under

103 this act is found on a highway in combination with a commercial

104 motor-drawn vehicle properly registered in any other state, fed

105 eral district or Canadian province which imposes registration
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106 weight fees on such commercial motor-drawn vehicles, the drawing

107 vehicle registered under this act shall have a gross weight regis

108 tration equal to at least one-half of the gross weight of the com

109 bination of vehicles. If it does not, the operation of said vehicles

no on the highways of this State shall be unlawful.

111 The 5% allowance provided by section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142

112 (C. 39 :3-84.3) shall be applicable as heretofore to all registered

113 weight limitations provided in this section, except that,in no event

114 shall the gross weight of any vehicle or combination of vehicles

115 exceed the federal maximum as such may be amended from time

116 to time established for vehicles operated on the National System

117 of Interstate and Defense Highways. In the case of a commercial

118 motor vehicle registered under this act in combination with a

119 commercial motor-drawn vehicle properly registered in any other

120 state, federal district or Canadian province which imposes regis

121 tration weight fees on such commercial motor-drawn vehicles, the

122 5,70 allowance shall be applied and added to the registered weight

123 of the drawing vehicle registered under this act. If the resulting

124 sum is equal at least to one-half of the combined gross weight of the

125 mixed combination, then the mixed combination shall be in com

126 pliance with the registration requirements of this section.]

127 The owner, lessee, bailee or anyone of the aforesaid of a vehicle

128 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or

129 operated on any public road, street or highway or on any public or

130 quasi-public property in this State with a gross weight of that

131 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, in

132 excess of the weight limitation permitted by the certificate of reg

133 istration for the vehicle or combination of vehicles, pursuant to the

134 provisions of this section shall be fined $50.00 plus an amount equal

135 to $8.50 for each 1,000 pounds or fractional portion of 1,000 pounds

136 of weight in excess of the weight limitation permitted by the cer

137 tificate of 1'egistration for that vehicle or combination of vehicles.

138 A vehicle or combination of vehicles for which there is no valid

139 certificate of registration is deemed to have been registered for

140 zero pounds for the purposes of the enforcement of this act in ad

141 dition to any other violation of this Title, but is not deemed to be

142 lawfully or validly registered pursuant to the provisions of this

143 Title.

144 Moneys realized from the increase of the fees for registrations

145 issued pursuant to the provisions of this act shall be paid into the

146 State Treasury and credited to the General State Fund and avail

147 able for general State purposes.
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148 This section shall not be construed to supersede or repeal the

149 provisions of sections 39 :3-84, 39 :4-75, or 39 :4-76 of this Title.

1 2. R. S. 39 :3-84 is amended to read as follows:

2 39 :3-84. a. The following constitute the maximum dimensional

3 limits for width, height and overall length for any vehicle 01" com

4 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or operated

5 on any public road, street or highway or any public or quasi-public

6 property in this State. Violations shall be enforced pursua'nt to

7 subsection h. of section 4 of this 1983 amendatory act.

S {1j No cOllunercial motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or 8emitrailer

9 shall be operated on any highway in this State the outside width of

10 which is more than 96 inches, inclusive of load, or the height of

11 which exceeds 13% feet, inclusive of load, and no commercial motor

12 vehicle, tractor or trailer shall be operated on any highway in this

13 State, the extreme overall length of which exceeds 35 feet either

14 for a two-axle four-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, or 35 feet

15 either for a three-axle six-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, except

16 that a vehicle or vehicle inclusive of load exceeding the above

17 limitations may be operated when a special permit so to operate is

18 secured in advance from the director. The application for such

19 permit shall be accompanied by a fee fixed by the director. A

20 special permit is'sued by the director shall be in the posses'sion of

21 the operator of the vehicle for which such permit was issued. In

22 computing any dimensions of a vehicle, or vehicle and load, for the

23 purposes of this section, there shall not be included in the dimen

24 sional limitations safety appliances such as mirrors or lights, or

25 chains or similar fasteners used for the securing of cargo, provided

26 such appliances or fastellers do not exceed the overall limitations

27 established by the director by rule or regulation.

28 (2 j In the ease of an omnibus the maximum width and length

29 dinlensions shall be such as the Board of Public Utility Commis

30 sioners prescribe, hut no outside width in excess of 96 inches shall

31 be prescribed with respect to one or more highways specified or

32 otherwise described except upon certifications, (1) of the Division

33 of Motor Vehicles in the Deparhnent of Law and Public Safety

34 that the proposed width is not unsafe for use Oll the highways in

35 this State and (2) of the State Department of Transportation that

;-36 the proposed width, if in excess of 96 inches, is not in conflict with

37 the requirements of any agency of the United States having

38 jurisdiction over the National System of Interstate and Defense

39 Highways authorized by law. No outside \vidth so prescribed shall

40 be valid if the allowance of use of the same would disqnalify the

41 State of New Jersey or any department, agellcy or governmental
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42 subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving federal highway

43 funds.

44 (3) In the case of farm tractors and traction equipment and farm

45 machinery and implements, the maximum width and length shall

46 be such as the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles shall

47 prescribe by uniform rules and regulations but the operation of

48 such vehicles shall be subject to the provisions of section 39 :3-24

49 of this Title and any such vehicle shall not be operated on any

50 highway which is part of the National System of Interstate and

51 Defense Highways or on any highway which has been designated

52 a freeway or parkway as provided by law.

53 (4) In the case of commercial motor vehicles, trailers and semi

54 trailers including farm trucks, while loaded with hay or straw the

55 maximum width of the load shall not exceed 105% inches.

56 (5) No commercial motor vehicle drawing or having attached

57 thereto any other such vehicle, nor any combination of vehicles,

58 shall be operated Oll any highway in this State, in excess of a total

59 overall length, inclusive of load, of 55 feet except 1:1 vehicle or a

60 combination of vehicles transporting poles, pilings, structural units

61 or other articles incapable of dismemberment the total overall

62 length of which, inclusive of load, shall not exceed 70 feet, but the

63 provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to a vehicle nor to any

64 combination of vehicles, operated by a public utility as defined in

65 R. S. 48 :2~13 which vehicle or combination of vehicles is used by

66 such public utility in the construction, reconstruction, repair or

67 maintenance of its property or facilities.

68 (6) Notwithstanding the above limitations, a combination of

69 vehicles designed, built and used to transport other motor vehicles

70 may carry a load which exceeds the 55 feet overall length, provided,

71 however, the total load overhang shall be limited to five feet and

72 may not exceed three feet at either the front or rear and that the

73 overhang shall he above the height of the average passenger car.

74 b. No vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or con

75 tents, found or operated on any public road, street or highway ot'

76 on any publ£c or quasi-public property in this State shall exceed the

77 weight limitations set forth in this Title. Violations shall be en

78 forced pursuant to subsection i. of section 4 of this 1.983 amendatory

79 act.

80 Where enforcement of a weight li-mit promswn of this Title

81 requires a measut'ement of length between axle centers, th distance

82 between axle centers shall be measured to the nearest whole foot or

83 whole inch, whichever is applicable, and when the measurement

84 includes a fractional part of a foot equalling six inches or more or a
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85 fractional pad of an inch equalling one-half inch or more, the next

86 larger whole foot or whole inch, whichever is applicable, shall be

87 utilized. The term "tandem axle" as used in this act is defined as a

88 combination of consemttive axles, consisting of only two axles,

89 where the distance between axle cente1"S is 40 inches or more but no

90 more than 96 inches.

91 (1) The gross weight imposed on the highway or other surface

92 by the wheels of anyone axle of a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

93 including load or contents, shall not exceed 22,400 pounds.

94 For the purpose of this Title the combined gross weight imposed

95 on the highway or other surface by all the wheels of anyone axle of

96 a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall

97 be deemed to mean the total [load transmitted to the road by]

98 gross weight of all wheels '\Those axle centers are spaced [included

99 between two parallel transverse vertical planes] less than 40 inches

100 apart[, extending across the full width of the vehicle].

101 (2) The [combined] gross weight imposed on the highway or

102 other surface by all the wheels of all consecutive axles of a vehicle

103 or combination of v'ehicles, including load M contents, [whose

104 centers are on or between. two parallel transverse vertical planes

105 spaced] shall not exceed 34,000 pounds where the distance between

106 consecutive axle centers is 40 inches or more, but [less] no more

107 than 96 inches apart[, extending across the full width of the vehicle,

108 shall not exceed 34,000 pounds].

109 (3) The combined gross weight imposed on the highway or other

110 surface by all the wheels of consecutive axles of a vehicle or com

111 bination of vehicles, 'includ'ing load or contents, shall not exceed

112 22,400 pounds for each single axle whe1'e the distance between con

113 secutive axle centers is more than 96 inches; except that on any

114. highway in this State which is part of, or designated as part of, the

115 National Interstate System, as p'rovided at 23 U. S. C. § 103 (e), this

116 single axle limitation shall not apply and in those instances the

117 provisions of this Title as set fodh at R. S. 89 :3-84 b. (5) shall

118 apply.

119 (4) The maximum total gross weight imposed on the highway or

120 other surface by a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load

121 or contents, shall not exceed 80,000 pounds.

122 (5) On any highway in this State which is part of, or designated

123 as part of, the National Interstate System as provided at 23 U. S. C.

124 § 103 (e), the total gross weight, in pounds, imposed On the highway

125 or other surface by any group of two or more consecuti'ue axles of

126 a vehicle or combination of vehicles, i'ncluding load or contents,

127 shall not exceed that listed in the following TABLE OF MAXI-
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128 MUM GROSS WEIGHTS, tor the 1'espective distwnce, in teet,

129 between the axle centers ot the first and last axles at the group at

130 two or more consecutive axles 1mder consideration; except that in

131 addition to the weights specified in that Table, two consecut'ive 8ets

132 ot tandem axles may can-y a gross weight ot .'14,000 pounds each it

133 the overall distance between the first and last axles of the consecu

134 tive sets of tandem axles is thirty-six feet or more. The gross we'ight

135 of each set of tandem. axles shall not exceed 34,000 pounds and the

136 combined gross weight of the two consecutive sets of tandem axles

137 shall not exceed 68,000 pounds.

138 In all cases the combined gross weight tor a vehicle or combina

139 tion at vehicles, incl1tding load or contents, or the maximu·m gross

140 weight tor any axle or combination of axles of the vehicle or corn

141 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall not excred

142 that which is permitted purs1..wnt to this para,graph or R. S.

143 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. /39:3-84 b. (3),. or R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (4) of this

144 act, whichever is the lesse',. allowable gross weight.

TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS

Distance in feet
between axle centers

af first and last
axles of any group
of two or more con-

secutive axles 2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

145 3 22400 22400 22400 22400 22400 22400

146 4 34000 34000 34000 34000 .'14000 34000

147 5 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

148 6 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

149 7 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

150 8 34000 /34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

151 .9 3.9000 42500 42500 42500 42500 42500

152 10 40000 43500 43500 43500 43500 43500

153 11 41000 44000 44000 44000 44000 44000

154 12 4.2000 45000 50000 50000 50000 50000

155 13 43000 45500 50500 50500 50500 50500

156 14 44000 46500 51500 51500 51500 51500

157 15 44800 47000 52000 52000 52000 52000

158 16 44800 48000 52500 58000 58000 58000

159 17 44800 48500 53500 58500 58500 58500

160 18 44800 49500 54000 59000 59000 59000

161 19 44800 50000 54500 60000 60000 60000

162 20 44800 51000 55500 60500 66000 66000

163 21 44800 61600 56000 61000 66500 66500
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TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS (Continued)

Distance in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
axles of any group
of two or more con-

secutive axles .2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

164 .2.2 44800 52600 66500 61500 67000 67000

165 .23 44800 63000 57500 62500 68000 68000

166 24 44800 54000 58000 63000 68500 74000

1;67 25 44800 54500 58500 63500 69000 74500

168 26 44800 55500 59500 64000 69500 75000

169 27 44800 56000 60000 65000 70000 75500

170 28 44800 57000 60500 65500 71000 76500

171 29 44800 57500 61500 66000 71500 77000

172 30 44800 58500 62000 66500 72000 77500

173 31 44800 59000 62500 67500 72500 78000

174 32 44800 60000 63500 68000 73000 78500

175 33 44800 60500 64000 68500 74000 79000

176 34 44800 61500 64500 69000 74500 80000

177 35 44800 62000 65500 70000 75000 80000

178 36 44800 63000 66000 70500 75500 80000

179 37 44800 63500 66500 71000 76000 80000

180 38 44800 64500 67500 71500 77000 80000

181 39 44800 65000 68000 72500 77500 80000

182 40 44800 66000 68500 73000 78000 80000

183 41 44800 66500 69500 73500 78500 80000

184 42 44800 67200 70000 74000 79000 80000

185 43 44800 67200 70500 75000 80000 80000

186 44 44800 67200 71500 75500 80000 80000

187 45 44800 67200 72000 76000 80000 80000

188 46 44800 67.200 72500 76500 80000 80000

189 47 44800 67200 73500 77500 80000 80000

190 48 44800 67200 74000 78000 80000 80000

191 49 44800 67200 74500 78500 80000 80000

192 50 44800 67200 75500 79000 80000 80000

193 51 44800 67200 76000 80000 80000 80000

194 52 44800 67200 76500 80000 80000 80000

195 53 44800 67200 77500 80000 80000 80000

196 54 44800 67200 78000 80000 80000 80000

197 55 44800 67200 78500 80000 80000 80000

198 56 44800 67200 79500 80000 80000 80000

199 57 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000
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TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS (Continued)

Distance in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
Q,xles of any group
of two or more con-

secutive axles 2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

200 58 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

201 59 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

202 60 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

203 61 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

204 62 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

205 63 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

206 64 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

207 65 44800 6'1200 80000 80000 80000 80000

208 66 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

209 67 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

210 68 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

211 69 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

212 70 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

213 (6) In addition to the other requirements of this section and not

214 withstanding any other provision of this rritle, no vehicle or com

215 bination of 1Jehicles, including load or contents, [commercial motor

216 vehicle, tractor, trai.ler or smnitrailer] shall be operated [on any

217 highway]ill this State, unless by special permit authorized by this

218 Title, with a combined weight of vehicle and load, an axle weight

219 or a vehicle dimension the allowance of which would disqualify the

220 State of New .Jersey or any department, agency or governmental

221 subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving Federal highway

222 funds.

223 c. The dimensional and weight restrictions set forth herein shall

224 not apply to a combination of vehicles which includes a disabled

225 vehicle or a combination of vehicles being removed from a highway

226 in this State, provided that such oversize or overweight vehicle

227 combination may not travel on the public highways more than five

228 111il(>'8 from the point \\'here such disablement occurred. If the dis

229 ablement occurred on a limited access highway, the distance to the

230 nearest exit of such highway hall be added to the five-mile limitation.

231 d. The Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles may promul

232 gate niles and regulations, including the establishment of fees, for

233 the issuance, at his discretion and if good cause appears, of a special

234 w1"itten pe1"mit authorizing the applicant:
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235 (1) 1'0 operate or move a vehicle or combination of vehicles or

236 special mobile equipment, transporting one piece loads that cannot

237 be dismembe'red in oYde'i' to cornply w'ith the weight limitcLtions set

238 forth in th'is act. The spec'ial written permit iss'ned by the director

239 shall be in the IJossession of the driver" or operator of the vehicle or

240 combination of vehicles or special mobile equipment for which said

241 permit was issued; and

242 (2) Under e'mergency conditions, to operate or move a type of

243 vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile equipment of a

244 size or weight, including load or contents, which exceeds the max'i

245 mum size or weight limitations specified in this act.

1 3. Section 3 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 ('C. 39 :3-84.1) is amended to

2 read as follows:

3 3. The axle weight limitations [of] as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84b.

4 shall apply to all vebicl€s mg~stered in New J€;rs1ey siubsequ€ut to

5 March 1, 1950, which have not been regisw!l'ed therein or 'wntracted

6 for purch8ise by New Jersey re1sidents prior to that date. The

7 [gross] weight [and axle load] lirnitationsi provided [in] at R. S.

8 39 :3-84 b. (1),. R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (.2),. and R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (3) relative

9 to maxim'um gross axle weights; shall not apply to vehicles r€gis-

10 te'red a.s "constructor" or " solid waste" velci.cles 0'1' to a 00mbina

11 tion of v:ehicles of whi'ch the' 'constructor" or "solid waste" vehicle

12 is the drawing vehicle rOT to vehicles registered as "solid waste' ']

B as provided [in] at R. S. 39 :3-20, e,xc.ept that said limitations shall

14 apply to vehicles registered as "solid W3iste" [registered vehiclesCi

15 when opemted on any highway which is part of the National System

16 of Interstate and Defense Highway:s" as provided at 23 U. S. C.

17 §103 (e). The provisions of R. S. 39:3-84 b. (5) shall apply to

18 vehicles registered as "constnletor" or "solid waste" or to a

19 combination of vehicles of which the "constructor" or "solid

20 waste" vehicle is the drawimg vehicle as provided in R. S. 39 :3-20.

21 Vehicles registered ,as, "constructor" or "solid Wais,te" or a combi

22 nation of vehicles of which the" constructor" or "solid waste"

23 vehicle is the drawing vehicle shall be limited [as] to a maximum

24 gross vehicle weight, includ'ing load or contents, [by the allowable

25 gros's, weight] as shown on the registration certificate of that

26 'vehicle.

1 4. Section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39 :3-84.3) is amended to

2 read as follows:

3 5. a. Any State Police officer or motor vemcle inspector [having

4 reason to believe that the size or weight of a vehicle and load is un

5 lawful] is autho·rized to requil'ie the driver, opemtor, owner, lessee

6 or bailee of any vehicle or combination of vehicles found on any
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7 public road, street or highway or on Urny public or quasv-public prop

8 erty in thi.s State to stop and submit the vehicle or combination of

9 vehicles, inclu,ding load or contents, to [a] measurement or weigh-

10 ing [of the same] to determine whether the size or weight of the

11 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is in

12 excess of that permitted in this Title, by ffiemlS of [either portable

13 or stationary scales] measuring or weighing devices or scales ap

14 proved and certified by the State Superintendent of Weights and

15 Measures or his agent. Copies of documents displaying the seal or

16 certification of the State Superintendent of Weights and Measures

17 shall be prima facia evidence of the reliability and accuracy of the

18 measuring or weighing devices or scales 't~tilized in the enforcement

19 of this Title. The driver, operator, owner, lessee or bailee of a vehi

20 cle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, that is to

21 be measured or weighed may be required to drive or otherwise mov'e

22 the vehicle or combination of vehicles to a location, as directed by

23 the officer or inspector, where the vehicle or combination of vehicles,

24 including load or co·ntents, can be measured or weighed a.s described

25 in this section [and may require that such vehicle be driven to the

26 nearerst public scales in the event such'S'caJes are within two miles].

27 b. Whenever [an] the officer or inspector upon me1asuring or

28 weighing a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or

29 contents, [and load, as above provided,] determines that the size

30 or weight is [unlawful] in excess of the limits permitted in this

31 Title, [such] the officer or inspector s'hiall require the dTiv,er,

32 operator, owner, lessee or bailee to stop the vehicle or combination

33 of vehicles in a suitable place and remain [s,tanding] in that place

34 until [such] a portion of the load or contents of the vehicle or

35 combination of vehicles is removed by the driver, operator, owner,

36 lessee, bailee or duly appointed agent thereof, as may be neceslSiary

37 to conform or reduce the size or [gtolss] weight of [such] the ve1i

38 de or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, to [such]

39 those [limit] limits as permitted under this act, or permitted by

40 the certificate of regi:stration for the vehicle or combination of

41 vehicles, whichever may be lower. All materials 'so unloaded or

42 removed ;shall be cared for by the driver, owner, [or] operator,

43 lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combination of vellJieles, or

44 duly appointed agent thereof, at the risk, responsibility and liability

45 of [such] the driver, owner, [or] operator, lessee, bailee or duly

46 appointed agent thereOf.

47 c. No vehicle or comb'ination of vehicles shall be deemed to be in

48 violation of the [overweight] weight l-imitation provis.~on of this

49 aet "'hen, upon examination by [an] the officer or inSipe<ltor, the
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[vehicle's] dispatch papers for the vehicle 07' combination of

vehicles, including load or contents, show it is proceeding from its

las,t preceding fre,ight pickup point within the State of New Jersey

by a reasonably expeditious route to the nearest avail1able scales or

to the first av:ailable scales in the geneil1al direction towardls which

the vehicle or combination of vehicles has been dispatched, or is

returning fl'lom ,such scales after weighing-in to the last preceding

pickup point.

d. When [an] the officer OT inspecto,r determine's that a vehicle

or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is' in violation

of the [axle] weight liinitatioills of this [act] Title as provided at

R. 8. 39:3-84 b. (1); R. 8. 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3); or

R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) relative to maximum gross axle weights, but is

within the [legal] permissible maximum gro'ss vehicle [maximum]

weight of this Title as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84 b, (4) or R. S.

39 :3-84 b. (5), whichever is applicable, the driver, operator, owner,

lessee, bailee or dtlcly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

befor,e prooeeding, to redistI'li!bute the weight of the [vehicle's]

vehicle or combination of vehicles or the load or contents of the

vehicle or combination of vehicles so that no axle [is overweight]

or combination of consecu.tive axles are in excess of the limits set

by this act, in which event there is no violation.

e. When [an] the o,fficer or inspector determines that a vehicle

or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, [or ve'hicle

and load] is in violation of the height, width or length [res.tric1Jions]

limits of this Title as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84a., the driver,

operator, owner, lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combinQr

tion of vehicles or duly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

before proceeding, to adjust, reduce or conform the vehicle or

combination of vehicles, including 10lad or contents, so that the

vehicLe or combination of vehicles, including [vehicle and] load

or contents, are [is[] not in excess of [within such] the height,

[weight] width, or length [restrictions] limits set by this act, in

whieh event there is Il'0 violation.

[No arrest shall be made in cases where weight limitations pro

vided in this sec1Jiona,re not exce~dledby more than 5,%, except that

arrests may be made where the gros's> weight of any vehicle or

combination of vehicles" including load, exoo,eds the federal maxi

mum of 80,000 pounds, or as, such may be 3JIliended from time to

time.]

f. Any person who [prepares,] presents to [an] the officer or

inspector, or has in his posses:sion, or who prepares false dispatch

papers, that is to slay, dispatch papers which do not co,rrespond to
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93 the carg'o carried, shall be subject to a fine not [exce,eding] to

94 exceed $100.00.

95 g. Any driver of a vehicle or combination of vehicles who fails or

96 refuses to stop and submit the vehicle or combination of vehicles,

97 including [and] lload or contents, to [a] measu~ementor weighing,

98 as provided in this Title or [who fails or refuses when directed by

99 an officer upon a measurement orr weighing of the vehicle to stop

100 the vehicle and] otherwise fails to comply with the provi'sioll's of

101 this sec1:J:ion, [shall be subje'ct to a fine not exceeding $100.00] is a

102 disorderly person and shall be subject to arrest pursuant to the

103 provisions of subsection b. of N. J. S. 20 :29-2.

104 h. The owner, lessee, [and] bailee or anyone of the aforesaid of

105 any vehicle or combination of vehicles [CJommercial motor veh~cle,

106 tmctor, trailer o'r semi-trailer] found or operated on [a] any public

107 road, street or highway or on any public or quasi-public property

108 in this State in violrution of the [dimensilonal restrictions] height,

109 width or length limits as set forth in subsection a. of R. S. 39 :3-84

110 shall be fined no,t less than $150,00 Dio'r more than $500.00.

111 i. The owne,r, lessoo, [and] bailee or anyone of the aforesaid of

112 any vehicle or combination of 1Jehicles [commercial motor vehicle,

113 tractor, trailer o,r semitrailer] found or operated on [a] a'ny public

114 road, street or highway or on any public or qu,asi-public property

115 in this State with a gross weight of the vehicle [and] or combination

116 of vehicles, including load or contents, [in excess of the weight

117 limitation permitted by the certificate of regiistration for the vehicle

118 or] in exces,s of the L,O'Toss] wericghi limitations [impO'sed] as

119 provided at s1l<bsection b. of R. S. 39 :3-84 or section 3 of P. L. 1950,

120 c. 142 (0. 39 :3-84.1) [by this Title for vehicle and load or an axle

121 we~ght in exces,s of the axle weight limitation impoS'ed by this T'itle,]

122 shall be fined an amount equal to $0.02 per pound for each pound of

123 the total exe-esls weight [if the excess does not exceed] provided

124 the total excess we'ight is 10,000 pounds or less, [and] or shall be

125 fined an amou,nt equal to $0.03 per pound fOT ~ach pound of the

126 total excess weight [if the excess .weight exceeds] provided the

127 total excess weight is more than 10,000 pounds, but in no event shall

128 the fine be less th'an $50.00.

129 [The owner, lessee and bailee of a truck, r'oad traetor or truck

130 trac1:k>'r registered under this act and found on a highway in CJom~

131 bination with a trailer or semitrailer duly registered in any other

132 state or federal mstrict which imposles registI'lat~on we,ight fees

133, onsuoh trailers or semitrailers and in vliolation of the weight

134 limitatrons of R. S. 3'9 :3-20 shall be fined an amount equal to' $0.02

135 for each pound by which one-half of the combined gmss weight of
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136 all vehicles in the combination, including load, shall exceed the

137 gro'SIS weight registration of the drawing vehicle registered under

138 this act, if the excess is 11'0t greater than 10,000 pounds, and $0.03

139 for each pound of the excess if it is gre1ateir than 10,000 pounds,

140 but in no event less than $50,00.]

141 j. 'Whenever [it] a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including

142 load or contents, is found [that there is a weight in excels's of] to be

143 in violation of any two or more of [said] the weight limitations as

H4 provided at subsection b. of R. 8. 39 :3-84 or section 3 of P. L. 1950,

145 c.142 (C. 39:3-84.1), the fine [shall be] levied shall be only for the

146 violation involving the greater or greatest exce,ss weight.

1 5. P. L.1973, c. 273 (C. 39:3-84a) is repealed.

1 6. This act shall taJce effect on April 1, 1983.

STATEMENT

This bill contains propos'edamendments to Title 39 of the Revised

Statutes. This amendatory legislation is part of the New Jersey

Size and Weight Enforcement Program upon which the continued

allocation of Federal Highway Construction Funds pursuant to

23 U. 8. C. § 104 is predicated.

These propo'sed amendments' will achieve seve,l'Ja:l goals: (1)

establishment of a Table of Maximum Allowable Gros's Weight:s to

insure that the Vehicle Weight Enforcement Program of New

Jersey is consistent with Federal Law and sets weight limits which

do not exceed those mandated by the provisions of 23 U. 8. C. § 127;

(2) conform existing law with federal weight limits; and (3) re

organize and restructure the existing statutory language to provide

for greater clarity and identity of purposes.

The amendments in this act will not increase the present allowable

weight for vehicles using the highways and roads of this State,

including the Inte'rstate Highway System.

f} 3003 (/q~J)
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STATE.' OF NEW JERSEY
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

April 25, 1983

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 3003 (OCR)

To the General Assembly:

Pursuant to Article V, Section I, Paragraph 14 of the Constitution, I

herewith rl'.tuCII ARIH.:mbly Bill No. J003 (OCR) with my objections and recom-

mendations for amendment.

The purpose of this bill is to amend Title 39 of the Revised Statutes. to

ensure that New Jersey's Vehicle Weight Enforcement Program is consistent with

federal law. Tile bill further amends Title 39 to permit the presence of longer

trucks and "double-bottom" vehicles on our Interstate highways in accordance

with the mandate of the federal Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982

(STAA). The STAA and the Appropriations Act of 19B2 made several significant

changes in federal law governing the length and width of trucks using the

Interstate system and otlwr qualifying federal aid bighw<.Iys. Assembly Bill No.

3003· (OCR) would bring New Jersey into conformity with the dimensional require-

ments of this federal legislation.

Under the federal legislation. states must allow semi-trailers of no less

than 48 feet in length when in a tractor/semi-trailer combination and no less

than 2b feet in length when ill a tractor/semi-trailer tr:ailer combination. more

commonly known as "double-bottoms." The states are also precluded from setting

an overall length limi tat ion on tractors.,. semi-trailer or tractor/semi-trailer

combinations. Additionally, no state may impose a length lim;i.tation on the

tractor portion of truck combinations consisting of a tractor and either one or

two trailing units because it could have the practical effect of imposing an

overall length limitatiOll on these truck combinations.

In enacting the SurfdCC Transportation Assistance Act. Congress has not
\

only preempted this and every atller state's discretion in determining the

dimensions of commercial vehicles which can safely travel their roads,.- but it
~, -"

has done so at the threat of 10!iing Federal Highway funds. I am vehemently

opposed to the c:d stellee, 01 these largl' "double-bottom" vehic ll'S on our high-

ways <llld ;Im j II CL' mieJ 1.I1i1 L Cougrl'S1; has die tated to the St:lte of New Jersey

dimensional limitatiolls which intimidate our motoring public and threaten their

safety on our highwDys. It i::; my intention. therefore, to see to it that New

Jersey's motorists are protected to the fullest extent possible and to ensure
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that our llighways and bridges remain durable by complying with the absolute

..

minimum requlremcnt~ o[ the federal legislation. This can only be accomplished

by enacting legislation willch makes New Jersey's allowable length limitations

refl{'cl ivt-o ,)1 LhL' udrllnllllll tit<llldanls permiLtctl undL'r fedel"al Jaw.

As HIICIl, 1 pnJpOSL~ l!lill till' Lr;li.Lcr length 1 illli tatiun OIl tlH' "JoubLt:-

lottomO
' vehicles be amended to reflect a 28 foot maximum as opposed to the l8~

foot limit presently in the bill.

In addition, the final printed version of Assembly Bill No. 3003 (OCR)

failed to completely mirror the 8Dlendments adopted on the Senate floor regarding

'::1~ grandfathering provisions for "constructor" vehicles. As such, I have

i.~corpIJrated this llIi~;sin~ language into the conditional veto.

7herefore. I. Iwrewith return Assembly IHJ I No. 3003 (OCR) and recommeng..J.

'.
that it be amended as' follows: ,,'j

Page 8. Section 2, Line 75y: After "feet" delete "six inches"

Page ] ~, Section 3. I. inc 21.: After "is" insert "operated within an arQa

that is 30 miles or less from"

I
I

,-..

[s('>al}

Attest:

!S.L!'." Cil.ry..F.:!'j~Eds._
ell i I' r COUll:';P 1

Rpsppctfully,

lsi Thom~s H. Kean

GOVERNOR

/

.",'
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ASSEMBL Y, No. 3003

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

INTRODUCED JANUARY 11, 1983

By Assemblymen MARKERT, COWAN, T. GALLO, GILL,

BRYANT, FELICE and KOSCO

AN ACT concerning the application and enforcement of the dimen

sional and weight limitations of certain vehicles or combinations

thereof, and amending R. S. 39 :3-20, R. S. 39 :3-84, P. L. 1950,

c. 142 and repealing P. L. 1973, c. 273.

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:

1 1. R. S. 39 :3-20 is amended to read as follows:

2 39:3-20. For the purpose of this act gross weight means the

3 weight of *[both]* the vehicle *[and its]* *or combination of ve

3A hicles, incl~(,ding* load "'or contents*". a. The director is authorized

4 to issue registrations for commercial motor vehicles ot.her than

5 omnibuses or mot.or-drawn vehicles upon application therefor and

6 payment of a fee based on the gross weight of the vehicle including

7 the gross weight of all vehicles in any combination of vehicles of

8 which the commercial motor vehicle is the drawing vehicle. The

9 gross weight of a disabled commercial vehicle or combination of

10 disabled commercial vehicles being removed from a highway shall

11 not be included in the calculation of the registration fee for the

12 drawing vehicle.

13 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

14 tion for a commercial motor vehicle other than an omnibus or

15 motor-drawn vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof shall

16 become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month follow

17 ing the month in which the certificate was issued. The minimum

18 registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000 pounds

19 or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.
EXPLANATION-Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the above bill

is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law.
Matter printed in italics thus is Dew matter.

Matter enclosed in asterisks or stars has been adopted as follows:
'"-Assembly amendments adopted March 14, 1983.
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20 Commercial motor vehicles other than omnibuses or motor-drawn

21 vehicles for which commercial motor vehicle registrations had been

22 issued prior to the effective date of this act and which expire March

23 31, 1982 shall be issued commercial registrations which, in the

24 director's discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which

25 date shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

26 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for such

27 registrations shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

28 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

29 b. The director is also authorized to issue registration for com

30 mercial motor vehicles having three or more axles and a gross

31, weight over 40,000 pounds but not exceeding 70,000 pounds, upon

32 application therefor and proof to the satisfaction of the director

33 that the applicant is actually engaged in construction work or in

34 the business of supplying material, transporting material, or using

35 such registered vehicle for construction work.

36 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

37 tion for these commercial motor vehicles shall expire and the cer

38 tificate thereof shall become void on the last day of the eleventh

39 calendar month following the month in which the certificate was

40 issued.

41 The registration fee shall be "'[$10.00]* *$16.00* for each 1,000

42 pounds or portion thereof of gross weight including the gross weight

43 of all vehicles in any combination of which such commercial motor

44 vehicle is the drawing vehicle. "Constructor" registrations issued

45 prior to the effective date of this act which expire June 30, 1982 shaH

46 be issued contractor vehicle registrations which, in the director's

47 discretion, shall expire on a date to be fixed by him, which date

48 shall not be sooner than four months nor later than 16 months

49 following the date of issuance of the registration. The fees for the

50 registration shall be fixed by the director in amounts proportion

51 ately less or greater than the fees established by this subsection.

52 Such commercial motor vehicle shall be operated in compliance

53 with the speed limitations of Title 39 of the Revised Statutes and

54 shall not be operated at a speed greater than 30 miles per hour

55 when one or more of its axles has a load which exceeds the limita

56 tions prescribed in R. S. 39:3-84.

57 c. The director is also authorized to issue registrations for each

58 of the following solid waste vehicles: two-axle vehicles having a

59 gross weight not exceeding 42,000 pounds; tandem three-axle and

60 four-axle vehicles having a gross weight not exceeding 60,000

61 pounds; four-axle tractor-trailer combination vehicles having a

62 gross weight not exceeding 60,000 pounds. Registration is based

r
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63 upon application to the director and proof to his satisfaction that

64 the applicant is actually engaged in the performance of solid waste

65 disposal or collection functions and holds a certificate of conve

66 nience and necessity therefor issued by the Board of Public

67 Utilities.

68 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, every registra

69 tion for a solid waste vehicle shall expire and the certificate thereof

70 shall become void on the last day of the eleventh calendar month

71 following the month in which the certificate was issued.

72 The registration fee shall be $50.00 plus $8.50 for each 1,000

73 pounds or portion thereof in excess of 5,000 pounds.

74 Solid waste vehicles for which commercial motor vehicles regis

75 trations had been issued prior to the effective date of this act and

76 which shall expire June 30, 1982 shall be issued solid waste regis

77 trations which, in the director's discretion, shall expire on a date

78 to be fixed by him, which date shall not be sooner than four months

79 or later than 16 months following the date of issuance of the regis

80 tration. The fees for the registration shall be fixed by the director

81 in amounts proportionately less or greater than the fees established

82 by this subsection.

83 d. The director is also authorized to issue registrations for COffi

84 mercial motor-drawn vehicles upon application therefor. The

85 registration year for commercial motor-drawn vehicles shall be

86 April 1 to the following March 31 and the fee therefor shall be

87 $18.00 for each such vehicle.

88 At the discretion of the director, an applicant for registration

89 for a commercial motor-drawn vehicle may be provided the option

90 of registering such vehicle for a period of four years. In the event

91 that the applicant for registration exercises the four-year option,

92 a fee of $64.00 for each such vehicle shall be paid to the director in

93 advance.
94 !fany commercial motor-drawn vehicle registered for a four-year

95 period is sold or withdrawn from use on the highways, the director

96 may, upon surrender of the vehicle registration and plate, refund

97 $16.00 for each full year of unused prepaid registration.

98 e. It shall be unlawful for any vehicle or combination of vehicles

99 registered under this act having a gross weight, including load or

100 contents, in excess of the gross weight provided on the registration

101 certificate to be operated on the highways of this State.

102 [In the event that a commercial motor vehicle registered under

103 this act is found on a highway in combination with a commercial

104 motor-drawn vehicle properly registered in any other state, fed

105 eral district or Canadian province which imposes registration
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106 weight fees on such commercial motor-drawn vehicles, the drawing

107 vehicle registered under this act shall have a gross weight regis

108 tration equal to at least one-half of the gross weight of the com

109 bination of vehicles. If it does not, the operation of said vehicles

110 on the highways of this State shall be unlawful.

111 The 5% allowance provided by section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142

112 (C. 39 :3-84.3) shall be applicable as heretofore to< all registered

113 weight limitations provided in this section, except that in no event

114 shall the gross weight of any vehicle or combination of vehicles

115 exceed the federal maximum as such may be amended from time

116 to time established for vehicles operated on the National System

117 of Interstate and Defense Highways. In the case of a commercial

118 motor vehicle registered under this act in combination with a

119 commercial motor-drawn vehicle properly registered in any other

120 state, federal district or Canadian province which imposes regis

121 tration weight fees on such commercial motor-drawn vehicles, the

122 5% allowance shall be applied and added to the registered weight

123 of the drawing vehicle registered under this act. If the resulting

124 sum is equal at least to one-half of the combined gross weight of the

125 mixed combination, then the mixed combination shall be in com

126 pliance with the registration requirements of this section.]

127 The owner, lessee, bailee or anyone of the aforesaid of a vehicle

128 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or

129 operated on any public road, street or highway or on any public or

130 qoosi-public property in this State with a gross weight of that

131 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, in

132 excess of the weight limitation permitted by the certificate of reg

133 istration for the vehicle or combination of vehicles, pursuant to the

134 provisions of this sect£on shall be *[fined]* *assessed a penalty or

135 $50.00 plus an amou,nt equal to $8.50 for each 1,000 pounds or frac

136 tional portion of 1,000 pounds of weight in excess of the weight

137 limitation permitted by the certificate of registration for that vehi

138 cle or combination of vehicles. A vehicle or combination of vehicles

139 for which there is no valid certificate of registration is deemed to

140 have been registered for zero pounds for the purposes of the en

141 forcement of this act in addition to any other violation of this Title,

142 but is not deemed to be lawfttlly or validly registered pursuant to

143 the provisions of this Title.

144 Moneys realized from the increase of the fees for registrations

145 issued pursuant to the provisions of this act shall be paid into the

146 State Treasury and credited to the General State Fund and avail

147 able for general State purposes.
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148 This section shall not be construed to <5upersede or repeal the

149 provisions of sections 39 :3-84, 39 :4-75, or 39 :4-76 of this Title"

1 2. R. S. 39 :3-84 is amended to read as follows:

2 39 :3-84. a. The foUowing constitute the maximum dimensional

3 limits for width, height and "'[overal!]* length for any vehicle O'r

3A combination of vehicles, including load or contents *0'1' any part or

3B portion thereoj*, found or operated on any public road, street or

3e highway or any public or quasi-public pl"Operty in this State. Vio

3D lations shall be enforced purs16ant to subsection *[h.]* *(i)* of

3E section *[4 of this 1983 amendatory act]* *5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142

4 (C. 39:3-84.3)*.

5 *The dimensional limitations set forth in this subsection are ex

5A clusive of safety and energy conservation devices necessary for

5B safe and efficient operation of a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

5e including load or contents, except that no device excluded herein

5D shall have by its design or use the capability to carry, transport or

5E otherwise be utilized for cargo.

5F Any rules and regulations authorized to be promulgated pursuant

5G to this s1-t.bsection shall be con.sistent with any rules and regulations

6 promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation of the United

6A States of America, and shall be in accordance with the provision.s

6B of . the "Administrative Procedure Act," P. L. 1968, c. 410

6e (C. 52:14B-1 et seq.). In addition to the other requirements of

6D this subsection and not withstanding any other provision of this

6E Title, no vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or con

6F tents or any part or portion thereof, except as otherw'ise pro

6G v'ided by this subsection shall be operated in this State, unless by

7 special permit authorized by subsection d. of this section with a

7A dimension the allowa'nce of which would disqualify the State of New

7B Jersey or any department, agency or governmental subdivision

7e thereof for the purpose of receiving federal highway funds.

7D As used herein and pursuant to R. S. 39 :1-1, the term "vehicle"

7E includes, but is not limited to, commercial motor vehicles, trucks,

7F truck tractors, tractors, road tractors, or omnibuses. As u.sed

7G herein and pursuant to R. S. 39 :1-1, the term "combination of ve

7H hicles" includes, but is not limited to, vehicles as heretofore desig

71 nated, when those vehicles are the drawing or power unit of a

7J combination of vehicles and mot01'-drawn vehicles such as, but not

7K limited to, trailers, semi-trailers, or other vehicles.*

8 *[(1) No commercial motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer

9 shall be operated on any highway in this State the outside width of

10 which is more than 96 inches, inclusive of load, or the height of

11 which exceeds 13% feet, indusive of load, and no commercial motor
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12 vehicle, tractor or trailer shall be operated on any highway in this

13 State, the extreme overall length of which exceeds 35 feet either

14 for a two-axle four-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, or 35 feet

15 either for a three-axle six-wheeled vehicle, inclusive of load, except

16 that a vehicle or vehicle inclusive of load exceeding the above

17 limitations may be operated when a special permit so to operate is

18 secured in advance from the director. The application for such

19 permit shall be accompanied by a fee fixed by the director. A

20 special permit is'sued by the director shall be in the possession of

21 the operator of the vehicle for which such permit was issued. In

22 computing any dimensions of a vehicle, or vehicle and load, for the

23 purposes of this section, there shall not be included in the dimen

24 sional limitations safety appliances such as mirrors or lights, or

25 chains or similar fasteners used for the securing of cargo, provided

26 such appliances or fasteners do not exceed the overall limitations

27 established by the director by rule or regulation.

28 (2) In the case of an omnibus the maximum width and length

29 dimensions shall be such as the Board of Public Utility Commis

30 sioners prescribe, but no outside width in excess of 96 inches shall

31 be prescribed with respect to one or more highways specified or

32 otherwise described except upon certifications, (1) of the Division

33 of Motor Vehicles in the Department of Law and Public Safety

34 that the proposed width is not unsafe for use on the highways in

35 this State and (2) of the State Department of Transportation that

36 the proposed width, if in excess of 96 inches, is not in conflict with

37 the requirements of any agency of the United States having

38 jurisdiction over the National System of Interstate and Defense

39 Highways authorized by law. No outside width so prescribed shall

40 be valid if the allowance of use of the same would disqualify the

41 State of New Jersey or any department, agency or governmental

42 subdivision thereof for the purpose of reeeiving federal highway

43 funds.

44 (3) In the case of farm tractors and traction equipment and farm

45 machinery and implements, the maximum width and length shall

46 be such as the Director of the Division of :Motor Vehicles shall

47 prescribe by uniform rules and regulations but the operation of

48 such vehicles shall be subject to the provisions of section 39 :3-24

49 of this Title and any such vehicle shall not be operated on any

50 highway which is part of the National System of Interstate and

51 Defense Highways or on any highway which has been designated

52 a freeway or parkway as provided by law.

53 (4) In the case of commercial motor vehicles, trailers and semi

54 trailers including farm trucks, while loaded with hay or straw the

55 maximum width of the load shall not exceed 105lh inches.



56(5) No commercial motor vehicle drawing or having attached

57 thereto any other such vehicle, nor any combination of vehicles,

58 shall be operated on any highway in this State, in excess of a total

59 overall length, inclusive of load, of 55 feet except a vehicle or a

60 combination of vehicles transporting poles, pilings, structural units

61 or other articles incapable of dismemberment the total overall

62 length of which, inclusive of load, shall not exceed 70 feet, but the

63 provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to a vehicle nor to any

64 combination of vehicles, operated by a public utility as defined in

65 R. S. 48 :2-13 which vehicle or combination of vehicles is used by

66 such public utility in the construction, reconstruction, repair or

67 maintenance of its property or facilities.

68 (6) Notwithstanding the above limitations, a combination of

69 vehicles designed, built and used to transport other motor vehicles

70 may carry a load which exceeds the 55 feet overall length, provided,

71 however, the total load overhang shall be limited to five feet and

72 may not exceed three feet at either the front or rear and that the

73 overhang shall be above the height of the average passenger car.]*

74 "'(1) The maximum o~dside width of any vehicle or combination

74A of vehicles, including load or contents of any part or portion thereof,

74B except as otherwise provided by this subsection, shall be no more

74c than 102 inches; except that the Commissioner of Transportation,

74n after consultation with the Director' of the Division of Motor Vehi

74E cles and the S~tperintendentof State Police, may promulgate rules

74F and regulations for those pu,blic roads, streets or highways or public

740. quasi-public property in this State where it is determined that the

74H interest of public safety and welfare require the maximum outside

74r width be no more than 96 'inches.

74J (2) The maximum height of any vehicle or combination of ve

74K hicles, including load or contents of any part Dr" portion thereof,

74L except as otherwise pr'ovided by this subsection, shall not exceed

74M 13 feet six inches.

74N (3) The maximum overall length of any vehicle, as set forth in

740 this subsection, including load or contents or any part or portion

74p thereof, except as otherwise provided by this subsection, shall not

74Q exceed 35 feet, except that the overall length of a vehicle, including

74R load or contents or any part or portion thereof, otherwise subject

74s to the provisions of this paragraph shall not exceed 50 feet when

74T transporting poles, pilings, structural units or other articles which

74u cannot be dismember'ed, dismantled or divided. When a vehicle,

74v subject to this paragraph, is the drawing or power unit of a com

74w bination of vehicles, as set forth in this subsection, the overall

74x length of the combination of vehicles, inchtding load or contents or
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74y any part or portion thereof shall not exceed 62 feet. The provisions

74z of this paragraph shall not apply to omnibuses or to vehicles which

74zz are not designed, built or otherwise capable of carrying cargo or

75 loads.

75A (4) The maximum overall length of a motor-drawn vehicle, as

75B set forth in this sttbsection, including load or contents or any part

75c Or portion thereof, except as otherwise provided by this subsection,

75D shall no exceed 48 feet when operated as part of a combination of

75E vehicles consisting of one motor-drawn vehicle and a drawing or

75F power ttnit vehicle not designed, built or otherwise capable of

75G carrying cargo or loads, except that the overall length of a motor

75H drawn vehicle, otherwise subject to the provisions of this paragraph

75r shall not exceed 63 feet when transporting poles, pilings, structural

75J units or other articles that cannot be dismembered, dismantled or

75K divided. The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to any

75L vehicle or combinat'ion of vehicles designed, built and utilized solely

75M to transport other motoT vehicles.

75N (5) No combination of vehicles, incltwling load OT contents, con

750 sisting of more than two motor-drawn vehicles, as set forth in this

75p subsection, and any other vehicle, shall be found or operated on

75Q any public 'road, street or highway or any public or quasi-public

75R property in this State.

75s (6) The maximum overall length of a motor-drawn vehicle, as

75T set forth in this section, including load or contents or OIny part or

75u portion thereof, except as otherwise provided by this subsection,

75v when operated as part of a combination of vehicles consisting of

75w two motor-drawn vehicles and a drawing or power unit vehicle

75x which is not designed, built or otherwise capable of carrying cargo

75y or loads, shall not exceed 28 feet six inches for each motor-drawn

75z vehicle in the combination of vehicles. The provision of this para

76 graph shall not apply to any vehicle or combination of vehicles

76A designed, built and utilized solely to transport other motor vehi

76B cles. The Commissioner of Transportation after consultation with

76c the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles and the S1tperin

76]) tendent of State Police, shall promulgate rules and regulations

76E specifying those portions or pads of the National System of In

76F terstate and Defense Highways, Federal-aid Primary System High

76G ways and p'ublic roads, streets, highways, toll 1"oads, freeways or

76H parkways in this State where combinations of vehicles as described

76r in this paragraph may lawfully operate.

76J (7) The maximum length and outs'ide width of an omnibus found

76K or operated in this State shall be established by rules and regula

76L tions promulgated by the Commissioner of Trdlnsportation after

76M consultation with the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles
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76N and the Superintendent of State Police. Unless otherwise specified

760 in the aforesaid nl1es and regulations the maxim~tm outside width

76p shall be 102 inches, any other dimen,sion established for width in,

76Q the aforesaid rules and reg~tlation8 shall be based upon a determi

76R nation that operation of an omnibus with a width of less than 102

76s inches, but no less than 96' inches is required in the interests of

76T public safety on those public Toads, streets, highways, toll roads,

76u freeways, parkway!) or the National System of Interstate and De

76v fense Highways in this State specified in the aforesaid rules and

76w regulations, or that opemtion of an omnibus with a width greater

76x than 102 inches i,s not ~tnsafe on those public roads, streets, high

76y ways, toll roads, !,reeways, parkways or the National System of

76z Interstate Glnd Defense Highways in this State specified in the

77 aforesaid rules and regulations.

77A (8) The maximum width and length of farm tractors and trac

77B tion equipment and farm machinery and implements shall be es

770 tablished by rules and regulations promulgated by the Director of

77n the Division of Motor Vehicles. The operation of the aforesa'id

.77E vehicles shall be subject to the prov'isions of R. S. 39 :3-24 and they

77F shall not be operated on any highway which is part of the National

77G System of Interstate and Defense Highways or on any highway

,77H which has been designated a f'reeway or parkway as provided by

771 law.

77J (9) The maximum outside width of the cargo or load of a vehiclr.

77K or combination of vehicles, including farm trucks, loaded w-ith hay

77L or straw shall not exceed 1051/2 inches, but the maximum outside

77M width of the vehicle or combination of vehicles including farm

77N, trucks shall otherwise comply with the provisions of paragraph

770 (1) of this subsection. The Commissioner of Transportation after

77p consultation with the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles

77Q and the Superintendent of State Police may promulgate rules and

77R regulations establishing a maximum outside width of 102 inches

775 for the aforesaid cargo or load when operating on those highways

77T where a greater width is prohibited by operation of law.

77u (10) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 6 of

77v this subsection pertaining to length, the Director of the Division

77w of Motor Vehicles may adopt rules and regulations specifying

77x maximum length dimensions for Glny vehicle or combination of

77y vehicles designed, built and utilized solely to transport other motor

.77z vehicles.

78 (11) The provisions of this subsection pertaining to length shall

78A not apply to a vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile

78B equipment operated by a public utility, as defined in R. S. 48:2-13,
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78e when that vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile

78D equipment is used by the p~wlic utility in the construotion, recon

78E struction, repair or maintenance of its property or facilities. l<

78F b. No vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or con

78G tents, found or operated on any public road, street or highway or

78n any public or quasi-public property in this State shall exceed the

781 weight limitations set forth in this Title. Violations shall be e11c

78J forced pursuant to subsection -[i.]- ijj.• of section ·[4 of this 1983

79 amendatory act]· -5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39:3-84.3r.

80 Where enforcement of a weight limit provision of this Title

81 requires a measurement of length between axle centers, ·[th]·

82· ·the· distance between axle centers shall be measured to the nearest

83 whole foot or whole inch, whichever is applicable, and when the

84 measurement includes a fractional part of a foot equalling six

85 inches or more or a fractional part of an inch equalling one-half

86 inch or more, the next laTger whole foot or whole inch, whiehe1)er

87 is applicable, shall be utilized. The term "tandem axle" as used in

88 this act is defined as a combination of consecutive axles, consisting

89 of only two axles, where the distance between axle centers is 40

90 inches or more b~lt no more than 96 inches.

90A ·1n addition to the other 1"equirements of this section and not

90B withstanding any athe?" provision of this Title, no vehicle or com

900 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall be operated

90D in this State, unless by special permit authorized by this Title, with

90E a gross weight, single or multiple axle weight, or gross weight of

90F two or more consecutive axles, the allowance of which would dis

90G qualify the State of New Jersey or any department, agency or

90B governmental subdivision thereof for the purpose of receiving

901 federal highway funds.'"

91 (1) The gross weight imposed on the highway Or other surface

92 by the wheels of anyone axle of a vehicle or combination of vehicles,

93 including load or contents, shall not exceed 22,400 pounds.

94 For the purpose of this Title the combined gross weight imposed

95 on the highway or other surface by all the wheels of anyone axle of

96 a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load Or contents, shall

97 be deemed to mean the total [load transmitted to the road by]

98 gross weight of all wheels whose axle centers are spaced [included

99 between two parallel transverse vertical planes] less than 40 inches

100 apart[, extending across the full width of the vehicle].

101 (.2) The [combined] gross weight imposed on the highway or

102 other surface by all the wheels of all consecutive axles of a vehicle

103 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, [whose
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104 centers are on or between two parallel transverse vertical planes

105 spaced] shall not exceed 34,000 pounds where the distance between

106 consecutive axle centers is 40 inches or more, but (less] no more

107 than 96 inches apartL extending across the full width of the vehicle,

108 shall not exceed 34,000 pounds].

109 (3) The combined gross weight imposed on the highway or other

110 surface by all the wheels of consecutive axles of a vehicle or com

111 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall not exceed

112 22,400 pounds fo?" each single axle where the distance between con

113 secutive axle centers is more than 96 inches; except that on any

114 highway in this State which is part of, or designated as part of, the

115 National Interstate System, as provided at 23 U. S. C. § 103 (e), this

116 single axle limitation shall not apply and in those instances the

117 provisions of this Title as set fo?"th at R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) shall

118 apply.

119 (4) The maximum total gross weight imposed on the highway or

120 other surface by a vehicle or combination of vehicles, incl'uding load

121 or contents, shall not exceed 80,000 pounds.

122 (5) On any highway in this State which is part of, or designated

123 as part of, the National Interstate System as provided at 23 U. S. C.

124 § 103 (e), the total gross we~ght, in pounds, imposed on the highway

125 or other surface by any group of two or more consecutive axles of

126 a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents,

127 shall not exceed that listed in the following .TABLE OF MAXI.

128 lvlUM GROSS WEIGHTS, for the respective distance, in feet,

129 between the axle centers of the first and last axles of the group of

130 two or more consecutive axles under consideration; except that in

131 addition to the weights specified in that Table, two consecutive sets

132 of tandem axles may carry a gross weight of 34,000 pounds each if

133 the overall distance between the first and last axles of the consecu

134 tive sets of tandem axles is thirty-six feet or more. The gross weight

135 of each set of tandem axles shall not exceed 34,000 pounds and the

136 combined gross weight of the two consecutive sets of tandem axles

137 shall not exceed 68,000 pounds.

138 In all cases the combined gross weight for a vehicle or combina

139 tion of vehicles, including load or contents, or the maximum gross

140 weight for any axle or combination of axles of the vehicle or com

141 bination of vehicles, including load or contents, shall not exceed

142 that which is permitted pursuant to this paragraph or R. S.

143 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3); or R. S. 39:3-84 b. (4) of this

144 act, whichever is the lesser allowable gross weight.
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TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS

Distance.in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
axles of any group
of two or more con-

secutive axles 2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

145 3 22400 22400 22400 22400 22400 22400

146 4 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

147 5 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

148 6 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

149 7 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

150 8 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000 34000

151 9 39000 42500 42500 42500 42500 42500

152 10 40000 43500 43500 43500 43500 43500

153 11 41000 44000 44000 44000 44000 44000

154 12 42000 45000 50000 50000 50000 50000

155 13 43000 45500 50500 50500 50500 50500

156 14 44000 46500 51500 51500 51500 51500

157 15 44800 47000 52000 52000 52000 52000

158 16 44800 48000 52500 58000 58000 58000

159 17 44800 48500 53500 58500 58500 58500

160 18 44800 49500 54000 59000 59000 59000

161 19 44800 50000 54500 60000 60000 60000

162 20 44800 51000 55500 60500 66000 66000
t~ 163 21 44800 51500 56000 61000 66500 66500'1

,"J 164 22 44800 52500 56500 61500 67000 67000~
I 165 23 44800 53000 57500 62500 68000 68000"1

166 24 44800 54000 58000 63000 68500 74000
1,67 25 44800 54500 58500 63500 69000 74500

168 26 44800 55500 59500 64000 69500 75000

169 27 44800 56000 60000 65000 70000 75500

170 28 44800 57000 60500 65500 71000 76500

171 29 44800 57500 61500 66000 71500 77000

172 30 44800 58500 62000 66500 72000 77500

173 31 44800 59000 62500 67500 72500 78000

174 32 44800 60000 63500 68000 73000 78500
175 33 44800 60500 64000 68500 74000 79000

176 34 44800 61500 64500 69000 74500 80000

177 35 44800 62000 65500 70000 75000 80000

178 36 44800 63000 66000 70500 75500 80000
179 37 44800 63500 66500 71000 76000 80000
180 38 44800 64500 67500 71500 77000 80000

181 39 44800 65000 68000 72500 77500 80000
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.. TABLE OF MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHTS (Continued)

Distance in feet
between axle centers

of first and last
axles of any group
of two or more con-

secutive axles 2 axles 3 axles 4 axles 5 axles 6 axles 7 axles

182 40 44800 66000 68500 73000 78000 80000

183 41 44800 66500 69500 73500 78500 80000

184 42 44800 67200 70000 74000 79000 80000

185 43 44800 67200 70500 75000 80000 80000

186 44 44800 67200 71500 75500 80000 80000

187 45 44800 67200 72000 76000 80000 80000

188 46 44800 67200 72500 76500 80000 80000

189 47 44800 67200 73500 77500 80000 80000

190 48 44800 67200 74000 78000 80000 80000

191 49 44800 67200 74500 78500 80000 80000

192 50 44800 67200 75500 79000 80000 80000

193 51 44800 67200 76000 80000 80000 80000

194 52 44800 67200 76500 80000 80000 80000

195 53 44800 67200 77500 80000 80000 80000

196 54 44800 67200 78000 80000 80000 80000

197 55 44800 67200 78500 80000 80000 80000

198 56 44800 67200 79500 80000 80000 80000

199 57 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

200 58 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

201 59 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

202 60 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

203 61 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

204 62 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

205 63 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

206 64 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

207 65 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

208 66 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

209 67 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

210 68 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

211 69 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

212 70 44800 67200 80000 80000 80000 80000

213 "[(6) In addition to the other requirements of this section and

214 notwithstanding allY other provision of this r.l\tle, no vehicle or

215 combination of vehicles, including load or contents,]" [commercial

216 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semtrailer] "[shall be operated]"

217[on any highway] "[in this State, unless by special permit autho-
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218 rized by this Title, with a combined weight of vehicle and load, an

219 axle weight or a nhicle dimension the allowance of which would

:220 disqualify the State of ~;ew .Jersey or any department, agency or

:221 governmental Hubdi\'isio1J thereof for the purpose of receiving'

222 federal highway funds.],*,

223 c. The dimensional and weight restrictions set forth herein shall

224 not apply to a combination of vehicles which includes a disabled

225 vehicle or a combination of vehicles being removed from a highway

226 in this State, provided that such oversize or overweight vehicle

227 combination may not travel on the public highways more than five

228 miles from the point where such disablement occurred. If the dis

229 ablement occurred on a limited access highway, the distance to the

230 nearest exit of such highway hall be added to the five-mile limitation.

231 d. The Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles may promul

232 gate 'rules and regulations, 'includ'ing the establishment of fees, for

233 the issuance, at his discretion and if good cause appears, of a special

234 written permit authorizing the appli,cant:

235 (1) To operate or move a vehicle or combination of vehicles or

236 special mobile equipment, transporting one piece loads that cannot

237 be dismembered"', d'ismantled or di1'ided* in order to comply with

238 the weight limitations set forth in this act. The special written

239 permit issued by the director shall be l:n the possession of the driver

240 or operator of the l'ehicle or combination of vehicles or special

241 mobile equipment for which said permit was issued; and

242 ", (2) To operate or more a vehicle or combination of 1)ehicles or

243 specialized mobile equi1J'ment, transporting a load or cargo that

244 cannot be dismembered, dismantled or' di1)idedin order to comply

245 with the dimensional limitations set forth in this act. The special

246 written permit shall be in the possession of the driver or operator

247 of the vehicle or combination of vehicles or spec'ial mobile eqttip

248 ment for which the permit was issued; and*

249 *[(2)]* *(3)* Under emergency conditions, to operate or move

250 a type of vehicle or combination of vehicles or special mobile equip

251 ment of a size or weight, including load or contents, which exceeds

252 the maximum size or weight limitatwns specified in this act.

1 3. Section 3 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39:3-84.1) is amended to

2 re,OO as follows:

3 3. The axle weight limitatrons rot] as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84b.

4 shall apply to all veh~cles regiJste:red in New Jersey subsequent to

5 March 1, 1950, which have not been registered therein or contracted

6 for purchruse by New Jersey re1sidents pri01" to that date. The

7 (groSiS] weight [and axle load] limitations provided [in] at R. S.

8 39 :3-84 b. (1); R. 8. 39:3-84 b. (2); and R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3) relative

I
I
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to maximum gross axle weights,. shall not apply to vehicles regis

tered as "constructor" or "solid waste" vehicle,s or to a oombina

tion of vehicles of which the" constructor" or " solid waste" vehicle

is the drawing vehicle [or to vehicles registered as ~'solid waste"]

as provided [in] at R. S. 39 :3-20, except that said limitations shall

apply to vehicles registered as "solid w8Jste" [r'egistered vehicles]

when operated on any highway which is part of the National System

of Interstate and Defense Highways, as provided at 23 U. S. C.

§103 (e). The provisions of R. S. 39:3-84 b. (5) shall apply to

vehicles registered as "constructor" or "solid waste" or to a

combination of vehicles of which the "constructor" or "solid

waste" vehicle is the drawing 1.'ehicle as prodded in R. S. 3.9 :3-20"',

except that for any 1'ehicle registered as a "constructor" or any

comb'ination of 'l'eh1:cles of wh'ich the drauJing 'I'ehicle is registered

as a "constntctor," the prol'isions of R. S. 39:3-84b.(5) shall not

apply provided the vehicle 01' combination of vehicles is the point

established as a headqlta'ffe'rs for the particular construction op

eration"'. Vehicles registered as "constructor" or "solid waste"

or a combination of 1'ehicles of which the"constructor" or "solid

waste" vehicle is the drawing 1'ehicle shall be limited [as] to a

maximum gross vehicle weight, including load M' contents, [by the

allowable gross weight] as shown on the registration certificate

of that vehicle.

4. Section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39 :3-84.3) is amended to

re,ad as follows:

5. a. Any State Police officer or motor vehicle inspector [having

reas,on to believe that the size or weight of a vehicle and lo'ad is un

lawful] is authorized to require the driveT, operator, owner, lessee

or bailee of any vehicle or combination of vehicles found on any

public road, street or highway or on any public or quasirpublic prop

erty in this State to stop and submit the vehicle or combination of

vehicles, including load or contents, to [a] measurement or weigh

ing[of the same] to determine whether the size or weight of the

vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is in

excess of that permitted in this Title, by means of [either portable

or stationary scales] measuring or weighing devices or scales ap

proved and certified by the State Superintendent of Weights and

Measures or his agent. Copies of documents displaying the seal or

certification of the State S1fperintendent of Weights and Measures

shall be prima facia evidence of the reliability and accuracy of the

measuring or weighing devices or scales utilized in the enforcement

of this Title. The driver, operator, owner, lessee or bailee of a vehl

cle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, that is to
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21 be measured or weighed may be required to drive or otherwise move

22 the vehicle or combination of vehicles to a location, as directed by

23 the officer or inspectM, where the vehicle or combination of vehicles,

24 inclu,ding load or contents, can be measured or weighed as described

25 in this section [and may require that such vehicle be driven to the

26 neareS't public scales in the event such sicales are witbin two miles].

27 b. Whenever [an] the officer or inspector upon measuring or

28 weighing a vehicle or combination of vehicles, including load or

29 contents, [and lo,ad, as above provided,] determines that the size

30 or weight is [unlawful] in excess of the limits permitted in this

31 Title, [such] the officer or inspector shall require the driver,

32 operator, owner, lessee or bailee to stop the vehicle or combination

33 of vehicles in a suitable place and remain [s,tanding] in that place

34 until [such] a portion of the load or contents of the vehicle or

35 combination of vehicles is removed by the driver, operator, owner,

36 lessee, bailee or duly appointed agent thereof, as may be neces'sary

37 to conform or reduce the size or [gfOlS'S] weight of [such] the vehi

38 cle or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, to [such]

39 those [limit] limits as permitted under this act, or permitted by

40 the certificate of registration for the vehicle or combination of

41 1Jehicles, whichever may be lower. All materials so unloaded or

42 removed 'shall be cared for by the driver, owner, [or] operator,

43 lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combination of vehicles, or

44 duly appointed agent thereof, at the risk, responsibility and liability

45 of [such] the driver, owner, [o~"l operamr, lessee, bailee or duly

46 appointed agent thereof.

47 c. No vehicle or combination of vehicles shall be deemed to be in

48 violation of the [overweight] weight limitation provision of this

49 act when, upon examination by [an] the offioer or inspector, the

50 [vehicle's] dispatch papers for the vehicle or combination of

51 vehicles, including load or contents, show it is proceeding from its

52 last preceding freight pickup point within the State of New Jersey

53 by a reasonably expeditious route to the nearest available scales or

54 to the first available scales in the gener,al direction toward,s which

55 the vehicle or combination of vehicles has been dispatched, or is

56 returning from such scales after weighing-in to the last preceding

57 pickup point.

58 d. ·When [an] the officer or inspector determines that a vehicle

59 or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, is in violation

60 of the [axle] weight limitatiorns of this [act] Title as provided at

61 R. S. 39:3-84 b. (1); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (2); R. S. 39:3-84 b. (3); or

62 R. S. 39 :3-84 b. (5) relative to maximum gross axle weights, but is

63 within the [legal] permissible maximum gross vehicle [maximurn]
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64 weight of this Title as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84 b, (4) or R. S.

65 39 :3-84 b. (5), whichever is applicable, the driver, operator, owner,

66 lessee, bailee or duly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

67 hefor,e pro0eeding, to redistrribute the weight of the [vehicle's]

68 vehicle or combination of vehicles or the load or contents of the

69 vehicle or combination of vehicles so that no axle [is ov;erweight]

70 or combination of consecutive axles a·re in excess of the limits set

71 by this act, in which event there is no violation.

72 e. When .[an] the officer or inspector determines that a vehicle

73 Or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, [or ve'hicle

74 and load] is in violation of the height, width or length [restrictions]

75 limits of this Title as provided at R. S. 39 :3-84a., the drive~,

76 operator, owner, lessee or bailee of [such] the vehicle or combina,..

77 tion of vehicles or duly appointed agent thereof, shall be permitted,

78 before proceeding, to adjust, reduce or conform the vehicle or

79 combination of 'vehicles, including lo'ad or contents, so that the

80 vehicle or combination of vehicles, including [vehicle and] 1000

81 or contents, are [is] not in excess of [within such] the height,

82 [weight] width, or length [restrictions] limits set by this act, in

83 which event there is filO violation.

84 :[N0 arrest shall be made in cases where weight limitations pro

85 vided in this section are not exce~d!edby more than 5%, except that

86 BJrrests may be :made where the grogs weight of any vehicle or

87 combination of vehicles, including load, exceeds the federal maxi

88 mum of 80,000 pounds, or as such may be amended from time to

89 time.]

89A .f. The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to a vehicle

89B or combination of vehicles, including load or contents, found or

890 operated on any highway in this State which is part of or desig

89n nated as part of the National Interstate System as provided at 23

89E U. S. C. § 103(e). No arrest shall be made or summons issued for

89F a violation of the weight l1:mitations pr01Jided in this act at R. S.

89G 39 :3-84b. where the excess weight is no more than 5% of the weight

89H permitted, provided the gross weight of the vehicle or combination

89r of vehicles, including load or contents, does not exceed the maxi

89.r mum gross weight of 80,000 pounds as set forth at R. S. 39:3-84b.

89K (4)·.

90 ·[f.]· "'g.• Any person who [prepares,] presents to [an] the

91 officer or inspector, or has in his possession, or who prepares false

92 dispatch papers, that is to say, dispatch papers which do not COf

93 respond to the cargo carried, shall be subject to a fine not [exceed

94 irig] to exceed $100.00.

95 "'[g.]. "'h.'" Any driver of a vehicle or combination of vehicles
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96 who fails or refuses to stop and submit the vehicle or combination

97 of vehicles, including [and] load or contents, to [a] measurement

98 or weighing, as provided in this Title or [who fails or refuses when

99 directed by an officer upon a measurement or weighing of the ve

100 hicle to stop the vehiclf\ and] otherwise fails to comply with the

101 provisions of this section, [shall be subject to a fine not exceeding

102 $100.00] "''[is a disorderly person and shall be s'Ltbject to arrest

103 pursuant to the provisions of subsection b. of N. J. S. 2C :29-2.]·

103A ·shall be subject to a fine not exceeding $200.00.'"

104 .[11,.]* ·i." The owner, lessee, [and] bailee or anyone of the

105 aforesaid of any 1Jehicle or combination of vehicles [commercial

106 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semi-trailer] found or operated

107 on [a] any public road, street or highway or on any public 01"

108 quasi-public p1'operty in this State in violation of the [dimensional

109 restrictions] height, width or length limits as set forth in subsec

110 tion a. of R. S. 39 :3-84 shall be fined not less than ·[$150,00]·

1l0A ·$150.00" nor more than $500.00.

111 "[i.]· "j.• The owner, lessee, [and] bailee or anyone of the

112 aforesaid of any vehicle or combination of vehicles [commercial

113 motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or semitrailer] found or operated on

114 [a] any public road, street or highway or on any public or quasi

115 public property in this State with a gross weight of the vehicle

116 [and] or combination of vehicles, incl'Lwing load or contents, [in

117 excess of the weight limitation permitted by the certificate of reg

118 istration for the vehicle or] in excess of the [gross] weight limita

119 tions [imposed] as provided at subsection b. of R. S. 39 :3-84 or

120 section 3 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 39:3-84.1) [by this Title for ve

121 hicle and load or an axle weight in excess of the axle weight limita

122 tion imposed by this Title,] shall be fined an amount equal to $0.02

123 per pound for each pound of the total excess weight [if the excess

124 does not exceed] provided the total excess weight is 10,000 pounds

125 or less, [and] or shall be fined an amount equal to $0.03 per pound

126 for each pound of the total excess weight [if the excess weight

127 exceeds] provided the total excess weight is more than 10,000

128 pounds, but in no event shall the fine be less than $50.00.

129 [The owner, les'see and bailee of a truck, ro,ad tractor or truck

130 tractor registered under this act and found on a highway in oom

131 binat.ion with a trailer o;r semitrailer duly registered in any otheT

132 state or federal district which imposes registvatioll weight fees

133 on such trailers, or semitrailers and in violation of the weight

134 limitations of R. S. 39 :3-20 shall be fined an amount equal to $0.02

135 for each pound by which one-half of ilie combined gross weight of

.136 all vehicles in the combination, inelud;ing IOlad, shall exceed the

;,

t
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137 grQoSiS weight registration of the drawing vehicle registered under

138 this act, if the excess is not greater than 10,000 pounds, and $0.03

139 for each pound of the excess if it is greater than 10,000 pounds,

140 but in no event less than $50,00.]

141 -[j.]- -k.- Whenever [it] a vehicle 01' combination of vehicles,

142 including load or contents, is found [that there is a weight in ex

143 cess of] to be in violation of any two or more of [said] the weight

144 limitations as provided at subsection b. of R. S. 89 :8-84 01' section /J

145 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C. 89 :8-84.1), the fine [shall be] levied shall

146 be only for the violation involving the greater or greatest excess

147 weight.

1 5. P. L. 1973, c. 273 (C. 39 :3-84a) is repealecL

1 6. This act shall take effect on April -[1]* -6-, 1983.
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~iOKDAY, SEPTEr.IBER 26, 1983

CONTACT: PAUL WOLCOTT

Governor Thomas H. Kean has signed the following bills:

A-3003, sponsored by Assemblyman John W. Markert, R -Bergen, which

amends statutes governing size and weight regulations for trucks. The

amendments establishes maximum allowable weights, brings State requirements

into line with Federal law and restructures the statutes for greater clarity.

I The bill was originally the subject of a conditional veto.

A-867, sponsored by Assemblyman Elliott F. Smith, R-Somerset, which

creates a rebuttable presumption that when litter is dropped or thrown from

a vehicle, where there are two or more occupants and it cannot be··

determined which occupant threw the litter, the registered owner of the

• wehicle, or the driver if the owner is not present, is presumed to be

responsible. The bill originally called for penalty points to be assessed for

littering violations. That provision was the subject of a conditional veto

recommendation.

A-1536, sponsored by Assemblyman Christopher J. Jackman, D-Hudson,

which allows licensed lenders under the Small Loan Act and the Secondary

tage Loan Act to make property insurance available to the borrower for

or personal property which is security for the loan.

sponsored by Assemblyman Byron 1\1. Baer, D-Bergen, which

the Radiation Protection Act by prohibiting the transportation or

sit storage of high-level radioactive materials in Essex, Bergen,

, l\1iddlesex, Union, Camden, Passaic, fvlercer and IVlonmouth counties,

have population densities of more than 1, 000 persons per square

bill was ori6rinally the subject of a conditional veto. The

recommended changes in a provision that would have inadvertently

. the transportation of scientific equipment alld materials. He also

-~~_£bs~~~£e to reQuire transnorters to use all availnble modes, as--.--__ .. •. _. ...• l:::. . .•~ ~_.•. _._ .. _._._ •. __ ~ . .•.•..._. ._. ~ ._.__

.c.s'?~~=-;;:.-:c.-. .-.-----c-,-.~.,-.-. ,.:;;-"':."7.-: c_.:_::::.::.:.~cC _. _.:: .. ' ·.'c.c;· - -- ..~ c:.-.cc.-:-:::c::-:-::-::=-=:-:::-: ..-.-:--::=-= =-_:
u__ .lxa.'1S'i-,I_'r1 : ... ai~d·cltcr-nntivcs-.-to-.t~c shi~mc,r:t. ~t?~~._., -. _. _.- ...--- -:-~ --



TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
COlVIMITTEE

STATEMENT TO

SENATE, No. 3015

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DATED: JANUARY 31, 1983

This hill, released by the committee without recommendation, pro

poses to amend Title 39 of the Revised Statutes in order to conform

to the requirements of the federal government concerning weight. limits

of certain motor vehicles, such as trucks. A table of maximum gross

weights is established for this purpose. The bill also provides for other

changes in statutory language.

Existing law is amended in Section 4 by deleting the requirement

that"an officer or inspector must have reason to believe th'lt the size or

weight of a vehicle and load is unlawful before requiring it to stop.

Arso, the operator, owner, lessee or bailee of the vehicle, in addition to

the driver, may be required to stop. Other requirements are also

imposed on the driver or owner by Section 4 amendments.

In addition, Section 4 amends existing law by deleting the maximum

fine of $100.00 for violation of Section 5 of P. L. 1950, c. 142 (C.

39 :3-84.3) and provides for a disorderly persons offense for which the

maximum fine is $1,000.00 and for which a term of imprisonment not

exceeding six months is provided.
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